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1.0 Abstract 
 

 

The “www Research Project” is about, discovering by on line research 

details of ships, on the MADU data base of wrecks of North Wales, the 
circumstances of their loss, details of the owners and crew, the cargo 

carried and their history. 

The Robert was built in Medford, Massachusetts in 1848 by John Taylor 
and registered in Boston. The Robert was involved in voyages between 

the east coast of the USA and Britain, France and Spain, with voyages 
also between ports in the USA. The Robert carried cotton from New 

Orleans until the American Civil War closed that port for a time. In April 
1855 the Robert was involved in a collision with the Steam ship North 

Carolina, which sank off the coast of Ireland. The Robert later sailed to 

Baker’s Island in the Pacific for guano and the crew were involved in 
suppressing a mutiny by workers, before leaving for Cork only to divert to 

Auckland when she sprang a leak. The Robert was condemned and sold at 

auction in 1871 by the underwriters in Auckland, NZ.   

The Robert was renamed Tokatea in Auckland, NZ. The Tokatea was then 

sailed to Sydney, Australia and sold. The Tokatea made voyages between 
Australia, China, Hawaii and the west coast of the USA. Tokatea was 

carrying a cargo of coal from Newcastle NSW to Honolulu when she hit 
the reef on Vostock Island, Pacific ocean. The Tokatea sank and the crew 

sailed 500 miles in open boats before being rescued and taken to 

Papeete, Tahiti. 
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3.0 Introduction 

 

1. I selected Robert to research because Robert was involved in the 
collision which sank the s.s. North Carolina, which I had researched 

and wished to identify her, see how much information I could find 
about her. I also wanted to find out what happened and I wanted to 

discover: 
 

2. The dimensions of the vessel, who the builder was and when she 
was built and any other information available about her.  

 
3. Information concerning the voyages, cargo’s, any events affecting 

the vessel, details of its masters, crew and owners. 

 
4. To find out the sequency of events leading up to the loss of the 

vessel, whenever that was and the event in 1855. 
 

5. To discover the cause of the event in 1855 and if the vessel 
survived, the cause of its eventual loss. 

 
6. The events that happened after the incident in 1855 and up to and 

after its loss if it survived. 
 

7. If there were any previous research of the vessel for the 1855 
incident and its story. 

 
8. If there was a wreck site for Robert and if it had been identified, 

dived and recorded. 

 
9. If any salvage of the vessel and its cargo had been carried out 

 
  10. If any previous reports had been produced for the Robert. 
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4.0 Background 

When I started this report it was reported that the Robert was a fully 

rigged ship, registered at Liverpool, involved in a collision off Bardsey on 

8th April 1855 

 

 

 

 

                                             Tuskar Rock 
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Tuskar Rock and Adjacent Coat of Ireland 
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Line Islands, South Pacific 
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Vostock Island in Pacific Ocean 
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5.0 Research Methodology   

I used a Microsoft Pixel laptop with access to my home internet running 
windows 10 operating system. I also used my Apple I pad for research 

when I was away from the laptop The new internet provider has now 
connected my home by a fibre connection so it is very much faster. The 

Lap top uses bling search engine but I also use Goggle which produces 
less advertisements and less Americanised content. 

 
I searched Lloyds Register of Shipping ( LR ) for “Robert” looking for 

details of her dimensions, master, builders and owners from 1855 with no 
match. I then searched yearly until 1860. I again searched in 1871 until 

1879 with no matches when she was registered at Auckland and then 
Sydney. 

 

I searched LR ships, plans and survey reports for “Robert” with no match. 
 

I searched Mystic Sea Port web site records of American Lloyds Register 
of American and Foreign Shipping (AL) and found matches for Robert 

from 1857 until 1875. 
 

 
I searched The British Newspaper Archives (BNA) for “Robert”, ”Robert 

Beauchamp”, “Robert Prince”, “Robert Stagg”, “Robert Carter”, “Robert 
Anderson”, “ Robert Seavy” , “Robert Lanfare” ““American Barque Robert”  

and “American Bark Robert” looking for sailings, arrivals, a launch, 
owners, builders, mishaps and any details of her loss and found a number 

of matches.  
 

I searched Welsh newspapers on line for “Robert Carter” and “American 

barque Robert” looking for sailings, arrivals, and any details of her loss 
and found a matches for her arrival at Bangor and Holyhead. 

 
I searched Coflein site for “Robert” looking for any details of the wreck 

and a chart with no match. 
 

I searched wreckeu site for “Robert” looking for any details of the wreck 
with no matches. 

 

I searched The American Library of Congress, Newspapers (ALC) for “Bark 

Robert” and found matches. I found a reference to a bark Robert in New 

Zealand so I used the link in the Crewlist project to New Zealand 

newspapers web site “Papers Past”. I then searched “barque Robert” and 

found matches for this vessel including the vessel being condemned after 

springing a leak. I also searched “Macfarlane” for J.S. Macfarlane who 

bought the vessel at auction looking for details about him and his 
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business with matches. I also searched “Macfarlane Robert” looking for 

any details of the vessel after her sale with no matches.  

In the DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, ISSUE 4776, 14 DECEMBER 1872, PAGE 

2, I found a report of the Chamber of Commerce with reference to the 

building of a dry dock which mentions Robert as a vessel which was 

forced to leave to find a suitable dry dock. I found the report in the same 

paper dated December 5 1872 that stated Captain P Jones had been 

placed in charge of the vessel when it left Auckland for Sydney, NSW. 

I also used the link in the Crewlist project to Australian newspapers and 

searched “barque Robert” looking for its arrival, sailing and any details of 

master, crew, cargo and if it was moved to Australia to repair after the 

auction with a number of matches. There were no matches for its arrival 

in Australia . I searched “Trove” the Australian newspaper archive at its 

destination for “Barque Robert” with no matches. I then searched “Robert 

Jones” finding an arrival for Tokatea Captain P Jones at Sydney. I 

searched the crewlist list of British registered ships and found the Tokatea 

in MNL for 1874 with the foreign name Robert built on the same date in 

the same port in the USA. The tonnage was slightly different but had been 

quoted at a number of different tonnages before. I then searched MNL 

yearly until 1881 when the entries ceased and found matches. I also 

found via Crewlist the record of the registration at Sydney for Tokatea ( 

see Appendix F ) with details of the owner, masters, and authority for the 

masters to sell the vessel above a set price. 

I then searched “Tokatea” in “Trove” for details of it arrival or subsequent 

history, first in 1872 and found auction notices in Sydney, NSW from 

January 1 1872. I also found details of its voyages, some cargo’s and 

details of its loss. 

I also searched “Tokatea” in BNA looking for voyages particularly in 

China, any details of cargo and mishaps involving her with matches. 

I also searched “Tokatea” in ALC looking for voyages particularly on the 

Pacific coast of the USA, cargo and any mishaps involving her with 

matches. I also searched “Thomas Howe”, “William Bramhall”, “ 

Washington Williams,  “Hallet and Robins” with no identifiable matches. I 

also searched “Daniel Draper & son”, and found matches for vessels they 

owned. I did find vessel called Daniel Draper but a search in the AL 

showed a different owner but a vessel called Daniel was owned by this 

company in 1870, shown as registered in Nassau NP. I checked the MNL 
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and the Daniel 49196 was registered in Nassau until 1869 but not to 

these owners. 

I searched “Daniel Draper & son” on google and found reference to the 

private message system used by Boston merchants including them, 

details of his wife and the subsequent active business member of the 

family. I also searched “Harden & Co.” looking for details of the business 

and owners and found matches. I also searched “Train & Co.” with no 

matches. 

I searched “Barque Tokatea” on google and found a match in 

www.familytreecircles.com for Gilbert Harrison master mariner with some 

research of the Tokatea and the life of Gilbert Harrison and his death. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.familytreecircles.com/
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6.0 Results    

 

Vessel  Name/s Robert / Tokatea 

 Type Barque 

  Cargo 

Built  Date 1848 

   

   

 Builder John Taylor 

  Medford, Massachusetts 

Construction Materials  Wood 

 Decks Two 

 Bulkheads None 

Propulsion Type Sail 

 Details Square rigged with aft sail rigged fore & aft 

Engine Details N/A 

   

   

 Boilers  

Drive Type  

 Number  

Dimensions Length 155 ft          6  ins       

 Beam 33 ft          0  ins  

 Draught 23 ft          6  ins  

Tonnage Gross  834 tons :  927 tons American registry 

 Net  805 tons 

Owner First William Bramhall, Thomas Howe, Washington 

Williams Of Boston 

 Last Archibald McLean, Snails Bay, Sydney, NSW 

   

 Others Thomas Howe & Others, Daniel Draper & Sons 

1864, Hallet and Robins, New York, M Seavy 

Registry Port Boston, New York, Boston, Auckland, NZ, Sydney 

NSW 

 Flag American, British 

 Number 57828 

History Routes East Coast of USA to England, France and Spain 

  Australia to China, Hawaii, and west coast USA 

 Cargo Railroad iron, bales of Cotton, Staves, bacon, 

pork, beef, lard, hams, Steam Hammer, Seal oil, 

Emigrants, Salt, Ice, kerosene, Sugar, Rice, 

Brandy, Guano, Timber, Coal 

Final Voyage From Baker’s Island 

As Robert To Cork 

 Captain William Lanfare 

 Crew Unknown 

 Passengers None 

 Cargo 1250 tons Guano 

Wrecking Date After July 8th 1871 

 Location Between Baker’s Island and Cork 

 Cause Leaking 10 inches per hour 

 Loss of life None 

 Outcome Condemned and sold, repaired and renamed 
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Final Voyage From Newcastle, NSW 

As Tokatea To Honolulu, Hawaii  

 Captain Gilbert Harrison 

 Crew 18 

 Passengers None 

 Cargo 1250 tons Coal 

Wrecking Date December 1 1879 

 Location Vostok Island, Pacific Ocean 

 Cause Navigational error, collided with reef 

 Loss of life None 

 Outcome Sank 

 

The New York herald March 13, 1849, 

LIVERPOOL arrived 25th February Bark Robert, Beauchamp to leave for 

Boston or perhaps New York. 

 

Liverpool Standard and General Commercial Advertiser - Tuesday 

13 March 1849 
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Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Tuesday 18 September 1849 
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Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Tuesday 02 October 1849 

 

 

 

New York Herald November 21 1849 

Br BRIG IRENE — The Bark Robert, Beauchamp arrived at Boston from 

Liverpool, reports that on the 17th ult. At 9 pm. When in Lat. 51 Long. 17 

came into contact with brig Irene, of Newcastle, Eng., from N York for 

Liverpool – laid by her all night, and in the next morning 18th, took off 

Captain John Allen and crew ten in number, the brig being in a sinking 

condition. The Robert lost cutwater, foreyard, foretopgallant mast and 

received other damage. 

 

Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Tuesday 04 December 1849 

BOSTON—Nov. 21: The Irene, of Newcastle, from New York for this port, 

was abandoned, Oct. 18, in lat. 51, long. 17, having been contact the 

previous day with the Robert, Beauchamp, arrived here, which vessel lost 

cutwater, foreyard, &c. 
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The daily crescent March 14, 1850 

Towboat Defiance towed down and to sea, on 8th inst., ship Statesman, 

bark Robert and brig Golden Rule. 

 

Liverpool Mercury - Tuesday 23 April 1850 

                                                    IMPORTS 

                                             UNITED STATES 

Robert, Beauchamp, from New Orleans; cotton, bacon, pork, beef, lard, 

hams 
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Weekly Freeman's Journal - Saturday 01 June 1850 
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THE KEOWEE COURIER July 26 1850 

 

 

Arrived at New York July 9th 1850  

 

James Nasmyth Steam Hammer 

Nasmyth patented his design in June 1842 using money borrowed from 

his sister Anne's husband William Bennett. He built his first steam 

hammer later that year in his Patricroft foundry. James Nasmyth's patent 

steam hammer as illustrated in Tomlinson's Cyclopaedia of Useful Arts, 

1854. By using the hammer, production costs could be reduced by over 

50 percent, while at the same time improving the quality of the forgings 

produced. The first hammers were of the free-fall type but they were later 

modified, given power-assisted fall. Up until then, the invention of 

Nasmyth's steam-hammer, large forging, such as ships' anchors, had to 
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be made by the "bit-by-bit" process, that is, small pieces were forged 

separately and finally welded together. A key feature of his machine was 

that the operator controlled the force of each blow. He enjoyed showing 

off its capability by demonstrating how it could first break an egg placed 

in a wine glass, without breaking the glass, which was followed by a full-

force blow which shook the building. Its advantages soon became so 

obvious that before long Nasmyth hammers were to be found in all the 

large workshops all over the country. 

 

Cork Examiner - Wednesday 16 July 1851 

                     

 

New Orleans daily crescent June 07, 1852 

                                             EXPORTS 

LIVERPOOL – Per Bark Robert 1792 bales cotton,862 hhds Tobacco, 12 

bbls flour, 4000 staves 
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Gore's Liverpool General Advertiser - Thursday 22 July 1852 

                                    CARGOS REPORTED AT LIVERPOOL  

                                      UNITED STATES 

Robert. 856, of Boston(Holderness and Chilton) Beauchamp, from New 

Orleans, with 117 hhds tobacco for E Evans and co, 64 do W H Gilliat. 20 

do T Bullock and Co., 153 do J & W Oxley and Co., 8 do W A and G 

Maxwell and Co., 12 brls flour Focke & Hoult, 24 do, 9300 staves J 

Beauchamp, 2 brls flour 1792 bls cotton order - King's Dock 

 

The New York herald June 18, 1853 

Arrived Robert of Boston, Beauchamp from Havre May 21 with 430 

passengers to Sturgess, Clearman & Co. June 10 Lat. 44 30 Long. 60 50 

spoke to fishing schooner Acadia, of and from Portsmouth, Higgins with 

200 quintals of fish, all well.                                                             

 

Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Saturday 27 May 1854 

SPOKEN—The Shenandoah. Morrison, from Philadelphia for Liverpool, May 

8,  Lat. 39, long. 76.                                                                                                                                        

John Fyfe, Lawton, from New York for the Clyde, May 8, lat. 40, long. 68.                                         

Hartley, from New Orleans for Liverpool, May 7, 45, long. 76.                                                

Albert Gallatin, of Bath, from Newport for New York, April 25, Lat. 46, 

long. 32.                                                                                                                        

Great Britain, of New York. April 22, Lat. 42, long. 47.                                                               

Archimedes, of Yarmouth, from Trinidad for Cowes, April 30, lat. 43. long. 

61 ;—by the Robert, Prince, New York. 

 

Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Tuesday 05 September 1854 

PLYMOUTH—Sept. 4: Put in, short of water—The Betsey, Newton, from 

Terranova for Newcastle.                                                                                                                       

Off the Start, 2—The Dutch barque Margaretha, Hagers, for Dordt.                  

Off Portland, 2—The Dutch barque Clio, Van Der Hacr, for Amsterdam, 

111 days out; both from Batavia; all well.                                                                                  

Off the Eddystone, 2—The brig Betsy, Newton, of Shields, from Sicily for 
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Newcastle 65 days.—E.S.E., fresh.                                                                 

The American barque Robert, Prince, from New Orleans 33 days and 

American ship Moses Taylor, from Liverpool; both for Havre.—E., fine. 

 

The New York herald October 28, 1854 

ARRIVED; bark Robert (of Boston), Prince from Havre, 24 days with 425 

passengers, to Post and Ryerson and E D Hurlbut & Co. Had five deaths 

 

New York Herald November 1 1854 

INTENSE ANXIETY OF THE FRIENDS OF THE PASSENGERS SCENES AT 

QUARANTINE GROUND. 

The sudden reappearance of severe disease on board of different 

emigrant vessels, which have lately arrived at this port, and the great 

number of deaths which occurred on some of them during their voyages 

from Liverpool and Havre, have caused the authorities to enforce a most 

rigid observance of the quarantine laws, and hence quite a fleet of ships 

were lying off Staten Island during the past week, with the yellow flag 

flying at half-mast. Situated in this manner were the ships Westmoreland, 

which left Havre with four hundred and seventy-eight passengers, or 

whom twelve died; the Minnesota, which sailed from Liverpool with three 

hundred and thirty passengers, of whom thirty were swept off with 

cholera in twenty-two days; the Metropolitan, from Havre, which had 

thirty-one deaths; the Edgar, from Havre, from which twenty-six people 

died; and the bark Robert, from the same port, from which five persons 

were lost. The emigrants were mostly from Germany and Ireland, and 

belonged to the different classes of society which come from the old 

countries of Europe daily at this season of the year. Most of them had 

some money, good clothing and fair prospects of quickly becoming self-

supporting citizens; whilst, on the other hand, a large number were very 

poor in every respect, with the exception of the material requisites of 

bone and sinew. Each of them was anxiously expected by some near 

relative or very dear acquaintance, and intense anxiety was manifested 

by the latter in order to learn the names of the dead or of those who were 

prostrated by illness. The ship Minnesota was consigned to Mr. Cornelius 

Grinnell, of this city, and his office, at No. 87 South street, was visited by 

a large number of persons on Friday evening, every one of whom had 
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some different form of inquiry to propose to his clerks. As early as half 

past 7 o'clock of Saturday morning, long before the office was opened, 

little knots of people, both men and women, were gathered around the 

door, in order, if possible, to learn something concerning the fate of a 

parent, a brother, a sister, or other friend. When the office was opened it 

was announced to all that no return of the names of the deceased had 

been received, but that a steamer would be sent down for the survivors 

during the day, and that they would probably be landed at pier No. 16, 

North river. This only served to render the agony more intense; but the 

people went off, and in a few minutes they had reassembled on the end of 

the slip, vainly endeavouring to peer through the thick fog in order to 

catch a glimpse of the expected steamer. As a different consignees of the 

ships mentioned above, all had assembled on the extreme point of the 

Battery. None of the tow boats had come up at twelve o'clock, so that in a 

short time after that hour the impatient people commenced to leave the 

city and go down to Staten Island at each half hour trip of the ferry boat. 

Here the scene was at once exciting and melancholy in the extreme. 

Three or four large tow boats lay alongside as many ships, from the huge 

sides of which the weary, emaciated, and dispirited passengers were 

passed down, in order to be transferred for medical inspection to 

quarantine hospital sheds. The water was soon dotted over with small row 

boats, containing the friends of the passengers, and as none of them 

could be permitted to go on board either the ships or towboats, there was 

one continual scene of shouting out of congratulations, inquiries, 

announcements of safety and health, and alas, very frequently, an 

announcement of death and the gloomy burial at sea. "Patrick So-and-

so," would be hallooed out by half a dozen excited Irishmen, at once, and 

"Carl So-and-so,'' called for at the same moment by about as many 

Germans, and as Patrick or Carl appeared on the deck, they were 

received with huzzas, "Glad to see you," "All right, old boy," and so forth. 

Many people continued to row around the ships and steamers until late in 

the afternoon, and perhaps at the last moment some stranger would bawl 

out that the friend whom they bad anxiously hoped to meet, had died on 

the passage. It was painful to witness the effect of the revulsion of feeling 

which this news produced. Eyes, which were a moment before beaming 

with the hope of a happy greeting, were in an instant suffused with tears, 

and the pale cheek of many a poor Irish labourer told how severe was the 

pang which he experienced when assured of the sudden death of some 

persons who had, perhaps, shared his poverty at home, and for whom he 

had sent, in order that they should enjoy together his comparative 

happiness in the New World. Towards evening the tow-boats reached 
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their docks off New York, and here the same scenes were witnessed until, 

after dark, the bustling crowds dispersed, home to the homes of friends, 

others to Greenwich street boarding houses, and many even then to 

offices to purchase tickets for a speedy transit to the far West.                                                    

The causes of the mortality should he Inquired into. 

 

New Orleans Daily Crescent Morning December 30 1854 

 

 

New Orleans Daily Crescent December 30 1854 

                                   EXPORTS 

LIVERPOOL  - Bark Robert 2839 bales cotton , 400 staves 

 

Lloyd's List - Monday 09 April 1855 

The ROBERT, for New Orleans, has put back damaged, having been in 

contact last evening off Holyhead, with the NORTH CAROLINA (s.s.), from 

Philadelphia, which sank; -part passengers and crew saved. [per E.T, at 

10.56]  

Yesterday morning about 30 miles W. of Tuskar the NORTH CAROLINA. 

(s. s.) sank ; master and 21 of the crew saved by the Robert ; the 

remainder were seen in boats alongside another ship at daylight. 

 

Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Monday 09 April 1855 

LIVERPOOL —April 9 (By Magnetic Telegraph, This Day): screw. steamer 

North Carolina, from Philadelphia for Liverpool), in collision with the 

Robert, from Liverpool for New Orleans, and sank, off Bardsey, yesterday 
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morning; the Robert put back to-day with the captain and crew on board, 

and the remainder of passengers and crew of the North Carolina were 

saved by another ship.  

LIVERPOOL—April 9 (By Telegraph, This Day, received at 11.20 a.m.): 

The Robert, for New Orleans has put back damaged, having been in 

contact last evening, off Holyhead, with the North Carolina (s s) from 

Philadelphia, which sank; part of the passengers and crew saved. 

 

 

Liverpool Albion - Monday 09 April 1855 

LOSS OF THE SCREW-STEAMSHIP NORTH CAROLINA. THE barque Robert, 

which left the Mersey on the 5th instant, for New Orleans, put back this 

morning. She reported that, at half-past one o'clock yesterday morning, 

she came in contact with the new American screw-steamer North 

Carolina, about thirty miles west of Tuskar, and in about ten minutes after 

the collision the steamer sank. The captain and twenty-one of the crew 

were saved by the Robert, and the remainder, eleven men, were seen at 

daylight in the boats alongside another ship. As there were no passengers 

on board, there is reason to believe that no one perished. The North 

Carolina was struck on the port side, forward of the fore rigging. She 

sailed from Philadelphia on the 21st ult., under the command of Captain 

Symmes, and, being a large and powerful vessel, it was expected that she 

would have been taken up by Government for the transport service. The 

Robert appears to have received but trifling damage. 

 

Northern Daily Times - Tuesday 10 April 1855 

LOSS OF THE SCREW-STEAMER NORTH CAROLINA. On Sunday morning, 

between one and two o'clock, a collision took place between Holyhead and 

Bardsey, between the screw-steamer North Carolina, from Philadelphia for 

this port, and the ship Robert, bound hence for New Orleans. The steamer 

sustained such severe damage that she sunk in deep water in about ten 

minutes. The captain and twenty-one of the crew of the ill-fated vessel 

succeeded in getting on board the Robert, which put back to this port, 

and arrived in the Mersey early yesterday morning. There were eleven 

other men on board the steamer at the time of the collision, and they 

were observed at daybreak on Sunday morning in the boats alongside 
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another ship, and no doubt is entertained that they were taken on board, 

and their lives thus providentially saved. The North Carolina was an 

American steamer, and was, we believe, consigned to Messrs. Richardson 

Brothers and Co. She is understood to have been despatched here for the 

purpose of obtaining a charter for service in the Crimea, but she appears 

to have been singularly unfortunate in her attempt to cross the Atlantic. 

She left Philadelphia, originally, about the middle of February, and after 

having been some days at sea; she returned to that port disabled, on the 

18th of February, when it was reported that the blades of her propeller 

were broken; that she had sprung a leak, and had received other 

damage, during a heavy gale of wind which lasted five days. 

 

 

Newcastle Guardian and Tyne Mercury - Saturday 14 April 1855 

COLLISION IN THE IRISH CHANNEL. On Sunday morning, collision took 

place in the channel between the barque Robert, outward bound, and the 

screw steamer North Carolina, from Philadelphia to Liverpool, resulting in 

the loss of the latter vessel. The Robert, commanded by Captain Archibald 

Stagg, is an American vessel, and it appears that she left the Mersey on 

Thursday morning last, five a.m., bound for New Orleans, with a cargo of 

railroad iron. The weather up to Sunday morning continued hazy, with a 

moderate breeze, the wind being about west. During the whole of the 

time Capt. Stagg states that there was a good lookout kept from the deck 

and forecastle of the barque. At ten minutes past one o'clock on Sunday 

morning, Capt. Stagg, who had been on the topsail yard looking out for 

the Tusker light, observed a steamer ahead, and had just time to get 

upon deck when a violent collision took place between the two vessels, 

the steamer, which proved to be the North Carolina, striking the Robert 

starboard bow, carrying away her cutwater, bowsprit, and head rigging, 

besides springing her stem and opening her wood ends. Unfortunately the 

damage sustained the steamer was of such a nature that she sunk less 

than ten minutes after the collision took place, the captain of the North 

Carolina, the mate, the engineers, and portion of the crew, amounting all 

to about 22 persons succeeded with difficulty, in getting on board barque, 

without, however, saving any of their effects. steamer's papers, together 

with mail bag which she carried, were lost. The remainder of the crew, 

amounting to about 10 men, took to the boats and were afterwards seen 

pulling to the shore, which they doubtless reached in safety; it may be 
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that they have been picked some vessel. Having ascertained the extent of 

his ship's damage, Captain Stagg promptly squared away, for Liverpool, 

and arrived in the Mersey at seven o'clock on Monday morning, the 

barque being in a very leaky condition. In the afternoon the Robert 

entered the Waterloo half-tide Dock, and will be placed in the graving 

dock to undergo repairs. The North Carolina was wooden steamer of 

upwards of 1000 tons burthen, and had made two or three voyages from 

the northern to the southern states of North America. She had on board a 

general cargo, but no passengers ; and we understand she was coming to 

Liverpool for the purpose of being sold. The steamer, it appears, was 

unfortunate upon her first leaving Philadelphia, for Lloyd's List has the 

following notice -.—The North Carolina (s s.) from Philadelphia to 

Liverpool, put back on the 18th February, with the blades her propeller 

broken, and other damage and having sprung a leak. She had 

encountered heavy gales for five days, and shipped several heavy seas. 

 

 

Bristol Mercury - Saturday 21 April 1855 

COLLISION IN THE CHANNEL.-Loss of a large American Screw-steamer.-

The news reached Liverpool on Monday of the total loss of the new screw-

steamship North Carolina, from Philadelphia, by a collision in the Channel. 

She was of 1300 tons burthen, and had been recently completed at 

Philadelphia. She left that port for Liverpool on the 4th of February last, 

but put back on the 18th, with the blades of her propeller broken, and 

having sprung a leak. She had encountered very severe gales and 

shipped heavy seas. Having undergone the necessary repairs, she re-

sailed under the command of Captain Washington Symmes on the 21st 

ult., and had progressed favourably until her arrival in the channel, when, 

on Sunday morning, at half-past one o'clock, she was run into by the ship 

Robert (Captain Stagg), which left Liverpool for New Orleans on the 5th 

inst., about 30 miles west of Tushar Light. The ship struck her on the 

,port side, forward of the fore rigging, causing her to fill immediately, and 

she sank in about ten minutes. The captain and twenty-one of the crew 

were taken on board the Robert, and brought back to Liverpool on 

Monday morning. The remainder (eleven men) were seen in the boats 

alongside another ship, at daylight. Beyond the loss of her cutwater, the 

Robert sustained little or no damage. 
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Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Tuesday 24 April 1855 

THE COLLISION OF THE NORTH CAROLINA SCREW STEAMER AND THE 

SHIP ROBERT, OF BOSTON. The annexed is a copy of the correspondence 

that has taken place between the Receiver of Droits at Liverpool, and the 

American Consul at that port, respecting  the recent collision between the 

North Carolina (s s), from Philadelphia, and the American ship Robert, of 

Boston, off Holyhead, and the liability American captains to comply with 

the “Wreck and salvage Act”. 

             TO CAPTAIN HALSTEAD RN, SECRETARY AT  LLOYDS 

 Sir,—ln forwarding copy of the deposition of the Master of the Robert 

(which is a very important one and should have been made long ago), I 

enclose a copy of correspondence which has taken place relative to it with 

the American Consul, Captain Staigg who has expressed his regret at not 

having appeared promptly—his demurring to so arising from his ignorance 

of the object to be obtained: it was in fact what he was desirous of doing, 

as he wished represent the facts to the underwriters both in England and 

America.  

                             I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,  

                HENRY C CHAMPMAN, Receiver of Droits Liverpool.  

                                                                                         April 

20.1855.  

                          (Copy of enclosed letters.)  

           TO N HAWTHORNE ESQ., UNITED STATES CONSUL, LIVERPOOL 

Sir, I beg to bring to your official notice a copy a letter to the master of 

the American Ship Robert,  who it appears demurred to conform to the 

16th section of the 9th and 10th Vic., cap.99, commonly called the Wreck 

and Salvage Act, on the grounds that it does not apply to foreign ships. 

Should this view of the law be correct it will deprive foreign ships of the 

benefit and protection lawless plunder of wreckage, which was the very 

object in view when the act was passed. But inasmuch a common law is 

presumed to be founded on common sense. I apprehend no magistrate 

would put such a construction on it, or foreign ships might claim 

exemption from dock rates light dues &c. As the underwriters are calling 

upon me to know the reason of my not having taken the required 

deposition, I take the liberty of bringing the case before you to know if 
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the Master of the Robert is acting under your advice as United States’ 

Consul. Many American Captains, to whom the working of the act been 

explained, wish such a law existed in the United States. 

                  I remain, Sir Your obedient servant  

 Liverpool, April 19,1855.                       HENRY C CHAMPMAN,  

 

TO CAPTAIN STAIGG, THE SHIP ROBERT. 

 Sir, —Your ship having put back with damage, after having been reported 

in collision with a steamer, you an required, by the 16th motion of the 9th 

and 10th Vic., cap.99, to appear before me and make your deposition, on 

oath, touching the circumstances. You ship being under the American flag 

does not exempt you from the obligations of the law, the object of which 

is twofold :—1st  for the purpose of affording correct information to the 

underwriters; 2nd, for the satisfaction of government, that lights, buoys 

beacons and pilots are not wanting. In the United States, at southern 

ports you are aware that the State laws override international laws, and a 

British subject, if he is a coloured man, is imprisoned during the ship's 

stay in port. The repeal of the Navigation Laws even to the opening the 

coasting trade, places all foreign ships on the same footing as British 

ships, and the crews subject to the laws of the country. I venture to 

trouble you this explanation before enforcing the penalty, as you may be 

ignorant of the law as a stranger.—l remain, your obedient servant 

 Liverpool, April 17,1855.                                          HENRY C 

CHAMPMAN,.    

                      HENRY C CHAMPMAN, RECEIVER OF  DROITS  

Sir,-I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of this day, with copy of 

letter addressed to the Captain of the barque Robert, annexed. The 

Captain the Robert, in demurring to conform to the act in question, on the 

ground that it does not apply to foreign vessels, is not acting on the 

advice received at the Consulate, my opinion being that the act does 

apply equally to foreign and British vessels. The Captain applied here with 

a letter from you some days ago, and was advised that, if his vessel had 

been in distress, he was required by the act to appear before you and 

make the deposition, and pay the fee prescribed therefor; that if he had 

not been in distress it was not so required. He stated that he had not 

been in distress. I shall Inform the Captain of his error in supposing 
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himself exempt from the operations of the act because his vessel being an 

American. There is such a difference of opinion to when vessel may be 

said to be in distress, it seems a pity that some authoritative construction 

is not obtained.  

                 Very respectfully your obedient servant,      

Consulate of the United States,             NICH. HAWTHORNE.                                                       

Liverpool, April 18, 1855. 

TO N HAWTHORNE ESQ., UNITED STATES CONSUL, LIVERPOOL  

Sir,—l beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 19th instant, with 

thanks for poor prompt attention to the subject therein referred to. With 

respect to the opinion as to when a vessel is said to in distress, my 

instructions from the Receiver General instruct only to enforce the  18th 

section.                                                  1st. The vessel must have put 

back. 

2ndly. She must have sustained damage. If, the Captain of a ship endorse 

on the letter of summons that they have merely put back through stress 

of weather, and not sustained any damage that falls on the underwriters, 

I consider such an endorsement sufficient.                                                                                                  

The case of the Robert is, however, very serious one to the underwriters, 

both in England and the United States.                                                                                              

I might add, that several lawsuits have been prevented by parties in 

America settling on the facts elicited by the deposition taken before me. 

In one instance a collision between two American ships, it was discovered 

that both were insured in the same office, in New York, to a large 

amount; and, with copies of the depositions, they drew their own 

conclusions, and saved law expenses.                                —l remain, 

your obedient servant,                                                                                        

Liverpool, April 20,1855.            HENRY C CHAMPMAN,.   

 The following is a copy of the deposition alluded to in the above—  

“Deposition of Captain Archibald Staigg, of barque Robert, of Boston, from 

Liverpool for New Orleans. Captain Staigg states on oath before me that 

the Robert is 777 tons burthen, and sailed from Liverpool on the 5th 

instant, with cargo of 800 tons of railway Iron. Discharged pilot off Point 

Lynas at 7 p.m. of the next day. Wind W. to W N W  stood over to the Isle 

of Man on port tack, close hauled, continued beating down the channel all 

Saturday and Sunday morning, wind still from the W.N.W., fresh breeze, 
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with hazy weather. At midnight of the 7th was standing to S.W. on the 

starboard tack. Had light burning, on the forestay; weather hazy. At 12 

46 A.M. on the 8th went a loft on the foretopsail yard to look out for the 

Tuskar Light; could sometimes see a mile, at others half mile, and 

occasionally 8 or 10 miles. Came down on deck about ten minutes past 1. 

Shortly afterwards the man on the look-out sang out “A light”. He looked 

over the rail and saw a light loom, coming out of fog, and in less than 

minute the stranger ran into the Robert, striking her the starboard bow, 

carrying away bowsprit, cutwater, and all the head gear, splitting the 

stem and wood-ends, causing the ship to make a good deal of water, 

keeping both pumps constantly going day and night. The other vessel, 

which proved to be the screw steamer South Carolina, of Philadelphia, 

went down in about eight minutes after the collision. South Carolina 

crushed up like a basket; 22 of her people came board of Robert, and 

were all saved; the remainder got into their boat, and landed in Ireland. 

Finding that he could keep his ship (Robert) afloat, bore up for Liverpool, 

and arrived on 9th to repair. The South Carolina was under full sail, and 

steam, with young flood, and was going at a tremendous speed. At the 

time of the collision the weather was dark and hazy, and he might see a 

light from three quarters of mile." 

 

New Orleans daily crescent October 18, 1856 

The Close of the Week- Talk on Change,  

We have not had much inclement weather during the week now closing. It 

has been rather cool, but we are becoming used to these sudden 

changes. The thermometer on Thursday morning the coldest of the week 

descended as low as 50. Yesterday was a fine day for business, and 

politicians were also smiling and pleasing- both of the great parties being 

contented with the prospects, more attention was given to business but it 

did not result in any great operations. Cotton operators are holding with 

that obstinacy which is proverbial of Mr. Bull’s character. Yesterday there 

was the largest clearance of cotton of any day or any week for this season 

- by the ships 

Globe, for Havre, with  …...........…....... bales 2818 

Windermere, for Havre,. ............................... 3879 

Mongolia for Liverpool .. ............................. 3117 
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Rhodus for Genoa ...................................... 1455 

Susquehanna, for Boston ……………................. 1,153 

                 Total .................... . . ....... . .... 12,422 

There has only been one clearance for Liverpool month, which was the 

bark Robert , by Baxter & Co., on the 6th inst., with 1266 bales ; with the 

cargo of the Mongolia  above, makes 4383 bales cotton on the way for 

Liverpool from this port for this month thus far. Stocks will be getting low 

in England by Christmas or the end of the year. 

 

Northern Daily Times - Monday 15 December 1856 
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Liverpool Albion - Monday 16 March 1857 

Robert, Stagg, and Niagara, (s,) hence, at Boston. 

 

Liverpool Albion - Monday 23 March 1857 

NEW YORK, MARCH 7.—The Robert, Stagg, from Liverpool, which ran on 

South Boston Flats, 2d instant, was assisted off on the 5th, after taking 

out a large quantity of cargo, and was carried to the wharf. 

 

New Orleans daily crescent April 17, 1857 

                                      ARRIVED 

Bark Robert, Carter 20 days from Boston, to master – 1st District 28 

Towboat Ocean, Chapman from the Passes - towed down and to sea 10th 

inst. Ships Lencothea and N Thompson and bark Sarah Ann – brought up 

ship Crimea and bark Robert. 

                                    IMPORTS 

BOSTON - Bark Robert – 1000 tons ice to A W Bosworth, 60 tons hay to 

master 

 

The New York herald December 28, 1857 

ST THOMAS about Dec 10 – In port ship Sultan (British), Hunter from 

Liverpool for New Orleans discharging for repairs: bark Robert, Carter for 

New Orleans next day with passengers from British ship Sultan 

 

New Orleans daily crescent January 29, 1858 
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New Orleans daily crescent November 17, 1860 

                                         Arrived Yesterday 

Bark Robert, Carter 22 days from Boston to Baxter, Lovell & Co – 1st 

district 20 

Towboat Ocean, Pennegar from the Passes towed down and to sea on 11th 

inst, ships International, South Carolina and Florida Blanca – brought up 

ship Napoleon and bark Robert 

                                            IMPORTS 

BOSTON-Per bark Robert- Assorted merchandise to W A Violett & co- 

Goodrich & co- D L Shearer - Vose Bros - M Barrot & Bro - E Roger & co - 

Neagle & Carpenter - and order - 1000 tons ice to order. 

 

The New York herald  March 28, 1860 

BARK ROBERT MILLS Several American and British shipmasters, John 

Carter, master of bark Robert of Boston; Wm Zealand, master of 

brigantine Union, Wm. Bradford, master of bark Milton, at anchor in New 

Harbour (nonattention of a pilot was the cause), Wm Curwen, master of 

bark Tallnia of Fleetwood; and Edward Stabb, master of bark Bellina of 

Liverpool, who saw the bark Robert Mills while she was wrecked Feb. 27, 

entering the new harbour at Holyhead, feeling that the report of the 

disaster in the London Shipping Gazette was not correct and calculated to 

do injustice to Capt. Routen, have published a statement over their own 

signatures. They say that it was blowing a terrific gale from WNW. Every 

preparation was made to bring the vessel to anchor, and both anchors 

were laid down, owing, however, to the fierceness of the gale she 

gradually drifted and ultimately struck on the rocks on the east side of the 

bay, when her fore and main masts went overboard. The sails were furled 

as far as practicable in each a storm, and the topgallant yards had been 

taken down before the ship struck. Capt. Routen and his crew appeared 

to them to have used every exertion possible to save the ship, and her 

drifting on the rocks was purely accidental and could not have been 

avoided. This happened when the gale was at its highest violence. 
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The daily exchange (Baltimore) April 17, 1860 

                                   Memorandum 

Bark Robert, Carter at Baltimore from Liverpool, spoke 15th ult., off 

Madeira French bark Antonia from coast of Africa for Marseilles, short of 

water – supplied her. 

 

The daily exchange (Baltimore) May 21, 1860 

                      EXPORTS FROM BALTIMORE 

                                      FOREIGN                                                                                

HAVRE – bark Robert- 198 bags bark, 1,997 do, 6 hhds do, 50 cases do 

 

The daily exchange (Baltimore) June 20, 1860 

SALT – 4378 sacks fine salt, just arrived per bark “Robert” from 

Liverpool, for sale R L Braun & Co., corner of Lombard and Cheapside  

 

New Orleans daily crescent November 26, 1860 

                                        SEAL OIL 

25 bbls. white, landing ex bark Robert, and for sale by                                   

.                                 THOMPSON & BARNES                                                                              

.                                            23 & 25 Common Street 

 

New Orleans daily crescent December 03, 1860 
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Dundee Advertiser - Thursday 17 November 1864 

NEW YORK Oct 31 - Sarah Moore, from Boston for Brookline (Ma.), went 

ashore on Shuleay Flats, Oct. 29 and filled, through collision with the 

Robert (barque), from Boston for Leprean (N.B .) The latter put back to 

Boston, Oct 29. 

 

Lloyd's List - Saturday 04 February 1865 

put back for [recd. 4th, per M.T. at 10.15] Robert, - Malta with loss of 

jibboom by collision with the Vidar 

 

Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Friday 12 July 1867 

LIVERPOOL July 11: The Robert, Carter, hence for Point da Galla, was left 

2 p.m. the 10th inst. off Point Lynas, by the steam tug Iron King. 

 

Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Saturday 27 February 1869 

MADRAS—Feb. 22 (By Telegraph) : The American Ire (? iron) ship Robert, 

Baker, stranded; efforts are being made to set her afloat. 

 

Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Tuesday 11 January 1870 

                                    FREIGHT REPORTS 

Bombay, Dec. 18.—Our report this week is simply a second edition of that 

dispatched last mail. The scarcity of cotton, and the uncertainty regarding 

the effect of the opening of the Suez Canal, have been the main 

controlling influences of our market throughout the past week. Ship- 

masters have for long time refused the rates offered, clung stubbornly to 

their vessels, but the last few days their confidence has been considerably 

shaken. The following : are this day’s quotations:— For New York: Robert, 

Baker, 776 tons, seeds, £1 5s. 
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DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, 20 FEBRUARY 1871, PAGE 3 

THE BARQUE ' ROBERT ' SUPPOSED LOST. DUNEDIN. February 16. 

Fears are entertained for the safety of the barque ' Robert ' from Boston, 

186 days out. 

 

The Argus (Melbourne, Vic.) Fri 3 Mar 1871 

The wholly unexpected arrival this morning of the Robert, from New York, 

after 173 days, and some time ago given up as lost, has taken kerosene 

oil dealers by surprise,- she having upwards of 15,000 cases on board. 

                                  IMPORTS MARCH 3 

Robert, from New York : 1000 ca oil, 1 cs books, 182 three qr bxs 

tobacco, 100 brls plaster, 30 brls shoe pegs, 400 bnds laths, 6017 pcs 

lumber. Lord and Co ; 1000 cases kerosene, Conell, Watson and Hogarth; 

3 cs hardware, 7 bgs nails, 25 bxs axes, 60 cs carriage materials, E. 

Duckett ; 13 cs drugs, F. and J. Hammond; 40 cs sewing machines,          

S. Hepplewhite ; 200 cs naphtha, Brookes and Co ; 56 brls resin, O. 

Wilson ; 12 cases carriage ware, 85 bdls rims, 10 bdls poles and bars. D. 

Bloorland Sons; 5 cs boots, 30 cs axes, 26 cs clocks, J. Kilgour; 200 cs 

sarzaperilla, 5 cs pills, 200 bxs Florida water, Newell and Co; 4 cs ships 

nails, 2 cs eyelet machinery, 1 cs hammers, 2 cs nails, Ullanthorpe and 

Co; 6 cs hardware, Hughes and Co ; 5 cs drugs. Ford and Co ; 2 cs books, 

university ; 200 cs turpentine, 2500 cs oil. Fitch and Co ; 1000 cs milk ?. 

3000 cs oil, 8 cs brooms, Bright Brothers and Co ; 2 meat chopper, 1 cs 

axles, 300 cs oil, Briscoe and Co ; 5 cs handles, 5 cs shovels, 1 cs pick, 

Hudson and Co; 209 cs axles, Keep and Co; 100 cs rope, 2 cs harpoons, 

White and Co; 13 pkgs hardware, 55 cs glassware, 1 cs lamp ware, 

Whitney and Co ; 1 hf- trc ,30 qr trcs, 35 three-qr-bxs tobacco, 50 cs 

sarzaparilla, 5 cs shovels, 1 cs patent leather, 8 cs, 1 pkg sowing 

machines, 1000 oars, 7 cs carriage ware, 2420 cs mazena, 8 hhds, 29 cks 

paint, 6250 cs kerosene. Order. 

The American bq. Robert, for the safety of which much uneasiness was 

felt, in consequence of her having been out such an unusual length of 

time from New York, arrived last night in Hobson's Bay. Insurance on  

goods by her a few days previous had reached, it is stated, 60 percent. 

The cause of delay is attributable to her crew, when some distance on the 

voyage, being attacked with a kind of cholera, caused, it is supposed, by 
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the fresh water having been put into wine casks. Captain Anderson then 

considered it prudent to put into some port, and he selected to run back 

to Rio de Janeiro where, after shipping other men and taking in a fresh 

supply of water and provisions, he resumed his voyage. The Robert is 

consigned to Messrs. Lord and Co., and will discharge her cargo at the 

Sandridge Town Pier. 

 

The Argus (Melbourne, Vic.) Sat 4 Mar 1871 

                           BARQUE ROBERT, 

                           WILLIAM LANFARE, Master, 

                                    From New York.                                                                                                   

This vessel will report at Customs early this morning. Consignees are 

requested to PASS ENTRIES without delay. Customs dollar, 3s. 10d.                                                                                                                

Will discharge cargo at Sandridge Town Pier.                                                

All goods not removed as landed will be stored at consignees' risk and 

expense, 

LORD and Co , agents, 126 Collins-street west. 

 

WEST COAST TIMES, ISSUE 1699, 11 MARCH 1871, PAGE 2 

                      LATEST AUSTRALIAN NEWS. 

The barque Robert, a hundred and seventy days from New York, arrived 

same morning as Royal Saxon from same port, bringing together twenty -

six thousand cases of kerosene.            

     

EVENING POST, VOLUME VII, ISSUE 29, 14 MARCH 1871, PAGE 2 

The barque Robert, 173 days from New York, arrived in Hobson's Bay on 

the 2nd of March, after being supposed lost. -The whole of the crew had 

been seized with, a sort of cholera, caused by bad water, and the captain 

had to put in Rio for medical aid, and to ship a fresh crew. 
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The Argus (Melbourne, Vic.) Wed 15 Mar 1871   

The sales of timber comprise, ex Robert, 28, 380ft. white pine T. G. 

flooring at £9 2s. 6d., £9 2s. 6d., per 100 ft,; 59314 ft. W. P. shelving at 

£11 15s.; 40,00ft. laths, at 24s. 9d. 

 

The Argus (Melbourne, Vic.) Wednesday 29 March 1871 - Page 4 

                                       EXPORTS, March 28 

Robert, for Dunedin -768 bags rice, 3 hhds. 25 quarter casks, 69 cases 

brandy, 16 cases matches, 60 cases Moselle 8 hhds 32 quarter-casks 24 

cases wine, 140 half chests 70 boxes tea, 29 cases mustard, 100 boxes 

candles, 100 cases bitters, 1 hhd Madeira, 22 cases cocoa and chocolate, 

16 boxes lobsters,' 15 casks treacle, 8 oases candied peel, 20 cases 

salmon, 20 cases vestas, 170 bags 1,028 pockets sugar, 60 cases jams, 

15 cases oilmen’s, stores, 15 barrels currants, 8O boxes maizena, 65 

cases castor oil, 20 bales cornsacks, 5 cases tapioca, 10 cases 

marmalade, 3 cases confectionery, 30 kegs carbonate of soda, 2 cases 

carriages, and part of original cargo 

 

Leader (Melbourne, Victoria) Saturday 1 April 1871 - Page 12 

On Monday evening last a seaman named John Holland, belonging to the 

barque Robert, now lying at the Sandridge Town Pier, was accidentally 

drowned. He had been on shore on leave during the day, and when he 

returned to the vessel about ten o'clock he was intoxicated. After staying 

for a short time on board he prepared to go on shore again, and not being 

steady on his feet he unfortunately fell overboard. He was not more than 

five minutes in the water, being rescued almost immediately, but it was 

found that he was dead. ' A doctor was sent for, but, his endeavours to 

restore animation were unsuccessful. The deceased was about twenty-

eight years of. age and was unmarried. An inquest was held on 

Wednesday by Dr. Youl upon the body, when a verdict was returned of 

accidentally drowned while under the influence of drink. 
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OTAGO DAILY TIMES, ISSUE 2866, 14 APRIL 1871, PAGE 2 

                             SHIPPING TELEGRAMS. 

BLUFF, April 13th. Arrived.—Gothenburg, s.s., from Melbourne, 4.15 p.m. 

; Storm Bird, s.s., from Dunedin The Storm Bird passed a barque, 

supposed to be the Robert;, for Dunedin, in Foveauz Strait. 

     

Australian and New Zealand Gazette - Tuesday 18 April 1871 

The American barque Robert, which left New York on 1st September, 

laden with a general cargo for this port, not having arrived or heard of, 

great fears are now entertained for her safety. 

 

OTAGO DAILY TIMES, ISSUE 2869, 18 APRIL 1871, PAGE 2 

                                         SHIPPING. 

PORT CHALMERS.— April 17 

ARRIVALS. Robert, barque, 871 tons, Lanfare, from New York, 10th 

September, via Rio de Janeiro 1st December, and Melbourne 31st March. 

W. and G. Turnbull and Co., agents. 

 

OTAGO DAILY TIMES, ISSUE 2869, 18 APRIL 1871, PAGE 2 

The long looked for barque Robert, from New York, via Melbourne, put in 

an appearance off the Heads yesterday morning, and signalled for steam. 

The Geelong obeyed the call, and towed the vessel up on the flood tide. 

The Robert left New York on the 10th of September, 1870, put in at Rio 

Janeiro on 30th of November, in consequence of the captain and crew 

being sick, remained there 17 days, and sailed for Melbourne, where she 

arrived on the 2nd of March, having had very heavy weather off the Cape 

of Good Hope. Left Melbourne (after discharging part cargo, and taking  

some on board) on the 31st of March, and the Heads on the 2nd inst. Had 

moderate weather to the Snares, on the 13th, when a heavy N.E. gale 

was contended with, for 18 hours. A N.W. gale of 10 hours' duration 

shortly afterwards followed, then light airs and variables. Her cargo from 
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America consists principally of kerosene, and from Melbourne sugar, rice, 

and brandy. 

 

EVENING STAR, VOLUME IX, ISSUE 2549, 19 APRIL 1871, PAGE 3 

 

 

 

EVENING STAR, VOLUME IX, ISSUE 2567, 10 MAY 1871, PAGE 3 

BARQUE ROBERT FROM NEW YORK AND MELBOURNE. 

ALL CLAIMS against the above Barque must be lodged in duplicate with 

the undersigned before Noon TO-MORROW, otherwise they will not be 

recognised W, G. TURNBULL and Co., Agents. 
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OTAGO DAILY TIMES, ISSUE 2894, 17 MAY 1871, PAGE 2 

                      SHIPPING TELEGRAMS. 

The barque Robert, last from New York via Rio de Janeiro and Melbourne, 

sailed yesterday forenoon for Baker's Island, in ballast. The Geelong 

towed her to sea. 

While the Wallace was nearing the Heads on her usual trip to Oamara 

yesterday forenoon, an accident happened to her boiler. Steam was at 

once blown off, and the vessel anchored. On the return of the Geelong 

from towing the Robert out, she took the Wallace in tow to Port Chalmers. 

The injury is believed to be trivial, and was expected  to be repaired last 

evening, enabling the vessel to proceed on her voyage. 

 

AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME II, ISSUE 503, 21 AUGUST 1871, PAGE 

2 

The Robert, a large American barque, in command of Captain William 

Lanfare, arrived in harbour on Saturday evening, leaky. This vessel left 

Baker's Island, with a full cargo of guano, on the 8th July, bound for Cork, 

for orders, leaving there loading the barque Kate Covert, to follow in eight 

days, with a cargo for the same port. Shortly after leaving Captain 

Lanfare discovered that the barque was leaking, and immediately set the 

pumps to work. On the 11th July the starboard pump broke down, and 

the other had to be kept constantly going to reduce the water. On the 

27th July, when in latitude 23 deg. S , longitude 178 deg. 42 m. E., the 

vessel was making about 22 inches water per hour, and subsequently, 

during a stiff breeze, increased to 33 inches. It was then decided to come 

on to Auckland for repairs. On the 7th August, the Robert called at Norfolk 

Island, where the pump was taken ashore and partially repaired. On the 

night of the 10th August during a strong S.W. breeze and a very heavy 

sea, the, barque had to slip 45 fathoms of chain and an anchor, and put 

to sea, in order to save her from going ashore. Capt. Lanfare then stood 

away for Auckland, and experienced moderate weather across. The 

Cavalier Islands were made on Thursday last, and since then head winds 

have prevailed. A survey will be held on the ship to-day. It is believed 

that the leak is above the copper, and in that case it will be only 

necessary to discharge from 400 to 600 tons in order to repair her. 
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AUCKLAND STAR, ISSUE 504, 22 AUGUST 1871, PAGE 2 

                            MUTINY AT BAKER'S ISLAND. 

 

The barque Robert, loaded with guano from Baker's Island for Cork, which 

put into port for repairs on Sunday, brings us tidings of a mutiny amongst 

the Kanaka employed in loading vessels. This occurrence took place on 

the 1st July when the Robert was lying off the Island. On that day  

Kanakas came off with a lighter load of guano and after shoving a few 

bags on the stage, said that it was 6 o'clock, they would work no longer, 

and immediately jumped overboard and swam ashore—a distance of 500 

yards. It appears that Baker's Island is in charge of  Capt. Snow, who has 

with him four Europeans. The number of Kanaka labourers is ninety and 

some eight Chinamen act as cooks. In the morning after the strike 

described a manager's assistant came on board and stated that the Island 

was in a state of mutiny and requested that in a case of need assistance  

might be sent ashore. Captain Lanfare went ashore at once and saw the 

condition of affairs and the same day a German barque arrived on board 

of which were some firearms. These consisting of 7 muskets,' 9 pistols, 2 

revolvers as well as 7 sabres, were purchased by Capt. Snow and taken 

ashore. No work was done that day by the Kanakas, and. they began to 

make preparations for resistance. At sundown the crews of the vessels 

passed the Kanaka houses to go on board, when a drum was beaten and 

shots fired at them, but no further attempt was made to molest them and 

they regained their boats. Going on board a call was made for volunteers 

to protect the Europeans, and the entire crews came forward two officers 

and three men from each vessel went ashore and remained all night. On 

the 3rd day the party went armed to the Kanaka barracks, and Capt. 

Snow ordered ten of the ringleaders to go up to his house. They refused 

to obey, whereupon two were. seized and secured. The gang, the wharf 

then knocked off work and started for the houses, and in the meantime 

the mutineers hoisted a flag calling in the field hands. A threat of being 

fired at however drove them back. Ten of the ringleaders were then put in 

irons, and finally 53 of the most turbulent were secured in irons and made 

fast to a chain, and kept in the same position until the next day. Search 

was made for arms, and 2 muskets, 12 pistols two of which were 

revolvers, 8 sabres, 3 boarding pikes, 2 whale lances, 2 harpoons, a pair 

of gains, 15  rounds of ball cartridge, 10 lbs of powder, and a quantity of 

slugs, sheath knives, &c, were collected and taken to the 

Superintendent's house. There was also discovered a document written in 
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Kanaka containing a sketch of their plan, which was to kill the Europeans, 

take the boats and leave the Island. On the 4th day the hands agreed to 

turn to again, and were let out under a promise that they would give no 

more trouble. A prison was constructed into which 12 of them were put 

with a view to their being forwarded to Honolulu for trial by a schooner 

expected on the 20th July. These Kanakas are engaged in Honolulu for a 

term of two years, at 10 dollars a month.  

After all was over, some of these fellows told the crew of the Robert that 

if no more vessels came in, they intended to carry out their murderous 

designs, and it was feared that they might do so, as they probably had a 

further supply of arms buried in the ground. As usual in such cases it was 

discovered that those upon whom Capt. Snow placed most reliance were 

amongst the worst of the traitors . 

 

Baker Island (previously New Nantucket) is an uninhabited atoll just 

north of the Equator in the central Pacific Ocean about 3,090 km (1,920 

mi) southwest of Honolulu. The island lies almost halfway between Hawaii 

and Australia. Its nearest neighbour is Howland Island, 42 mi (68 km) to 

the north-northwest; both have been claimed as territories of the United 

States since 1857, though the United Kingdom considered them part of 

the British Empire between 1897 and 1936. 

The United States took possession of the island in 1857, claiming it under 

the Guano Islands Act of 1856. Its guano deposits were mined by the 

American Guano Company from 1859 to 1878. Laborers for the mining 

operations came from around the Pacific, including from Hawaii, the 

Hawaiian laborers named Baker Island "Puaka‘ilima" ('the ‘ilima flower') 
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Fig. 1   Orthographic projection over Baker Island. 

Location Pacific Ocean 

Coordinates  0°11′45″N  176°28′45″W  

Area 2.1 km2 (0.5 sq mi) 

Length: 1.81 km (1.125 mi)   Width:1.13 km (0.702 mi) Elevation: 8 m 

"Kanaka", originally referred only to native Hawaiians, from their own 

name for themselves, kānaka ʻōiwi or kānaka maoli, in the Hawaiian 

language.  

Kanakas were workers (a mix of voluntary and involuntary) from various 

Pacific Islands employed in British colonies, such as British Columbia 

(Canada), Fiji, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Papua New Guinea and 

Queensland (Australia) in the 19th and early 20th centuries. The word 

Kanakas became a form of racial abuse. 

Here since they were hired in Honolulu they probably are native 

Hawaiians. 
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NEW ZEALAND HERALD, ISSUE 2364, 23 AUGUST 1871, PAGE 2 

A survey has been held on the barque Robert, and it has been decided to 

discharge about 500 tons of her guano into the hulk, when it is believed 

that the leak will be discovered. 

 

AUCKLAND STAR, ISSUE 523, 13 SEPTEMBER 1871, PAGE 3 

TENDERS for REPAIRS to the American barque 'Robert,' will be 

received until THURSDAY, the 14th September, 187I, at 10 a.m., at the 

Office of the undersigned.                                                                            

Specification to be seen at Captain Clayton's Office, New Zealand 

Insurance Buildings. HENDERSON & MACFARLANE, Agents, 

 

DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS,ISSUE 4395,15 SEPTEMBER 1871,PAGE 1 

            AMERICAN" BARQUE 'ROBERT  

Neither Captain Lanfare or the undersigned will be responsible for any 

Debts contracted by the Officers or Crew of the above vessel.                 

HENDERSON & MACFARLANE, Agents. 

 

NEW ZEALAND HERALD, ISSUE 2385, 16 SEPTEMBER 1871, PAGE 4 

                      TENDERS FOR BOTTOMRY  

 on the Hull, Sails, Gear, and Cargo of Guano, of the American barque 

'Robert,' will be received at our office, till SATURDAY, 16th instant, at 

noon. For particulars, apply to HENDERSON & MACFARLANE, Agents. 

 

Bottomry is a system of merchant insurance in which a ship is used as 

security against a loan to finance a voyage, the lender losing their money 

if the ship sinks. 
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AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME II, ISSUE 570, 7 NOVEMBER 1871, 

PAGE 3 

                         AMERICAN BARQUE  

                                               'ROBERT’  

Tenders will he received at our office until' 5" p.m..* on WEDNESDAY, 

November 8, for discharging from the hulk 'Bella Marina' the portion of 

Guano ex above vessel, now stored there, and delivering the same into & 

Store in High-street.: For particulars apply to HENDERSON & 

MACFARLANE,                                       .                                                                             

Agents. 

 

AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME II, ISSUE 575, 13 NOVEMBER 1871, 

PAGE 3 
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AUCKLAND STAR, ISSUE 576, 14 NOVEMBER 1871, PAGE 2 

         

 

NEW ZEALAND HERALD, ISSUE 2436, 15 NOVEMBER 1871, PAGE 2 

The barque Robert, 927 tons, American built in 1848, was sold this day at 

auction by Mr. B. Tonks, on account of whom it might concern, for £1200, 

n.c, to Mr. J. S. Macfarlane. Whether she is to form the second of our 

anticipated fleet of whalers or not remains to be seen. Doubtless, a 

comparatively small outlay to the price paid will render her seaworthy and 

a profitable speculation to the owner. 

 

DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, ISSUE 4451,30 NOVEMBER 1871,PAGE 3 

Messrs B. Tonks and Co. sold at their mart on Nov. 14, on account of 

whom it may concern, the barque ' Robert,' for £1,200 cash. Mr. J. S. 

Macfarlane was the purchaser.  

Messrs. B Tonks and Co. sold at their mart, on Nov. 21, the surplus stores 

of the barque ' Robert. The following prices were realised : —Iron tanks, 

31s each; preserved meats, 5s 6d per dozen ; preserved peaches, 13s 6d 

per dozen ; preserved oysters, 8s per dozen ; pickles, 12s 6d per dozen ; 

jellies, 6s 3d per dozen ; preserved beans ,3d per lb. ; soft soap, 4½ d 

per lb; Manila rope, 7½ d per lb. 

 

DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, ISSUE 4455, 5 DECEMBER 1871, PAGE 2 

The barque Robert will in all probability sail for Sydney on Friday next 

Captain P. Jones, of the brigantine Sea Gull, has been placed in charge of 

the vessel for the trip across. 
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Sydney Morning Herald Saturday 16 December 1871 

The barque Robert was to leave Auckland for this port 11th instant. 

 

The Sydney Morning Herald (NSW) Mon 1 Jan 1872 

 

 

 

The Argus (Melbourne, Vic.) Wed 3 Jan 1872 

ABSTRACT OF SALES BY AUCTION THIS DAY. 

Messrs. R, F, STUBBS and Cost City Mart, Sydney -The barque Tokatea. 

 

Sydney Mail and South Wales Advertiser Saturday 6 January 1872 

Arrived Takatea barque 805 tons Captain P. Jones from Auckland 16 Dec 

in ballast, A S Webster agents 
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The Hawaiian gazette, December 20, 1871 

The American bark Robert was lately sold at Auckland for £1200, and will 

probably be converted into a whaler. She sailed from Baker's Island in 

July last with a cargo of guano bound to Cork for orders, but having 

sprung a leak shortly after leaving she put Into Auckland for repairs and 

was condemned, although she is still considered in some respects a fine 

vessel. 

 

Liverpool Journal of Commerce - Tuesday 16 January 1872 

PRESENTATION OF PLATE TO A CAPTAIN—On Saturday, the 13th instant, 

a number of gentlemen connected with and interested in the affairs of the 

American Guano Company, New York. met at the office of Messrs. Samuel 

Rickman and Co., the agents of that company at this port, for the purpose 

of paying honour to a brave man. It appears that in June last a mutiny of 

an alarming character broke out amongst the native labourers on one of 

the company's islands in the Pacific, putting into imminent peril the lives 

of their officers and servants, and threatening serious loss to their 

property and interest. Fortunately, the barque Kate Covert, Captain David 

F. Stuart, was at the island at that I time, and it was mainly by his 

promptness intrepidity that the mutiny was suppressed and the 

ringleaders seemed and subjugated. Mr. Rielman, after briefly relating the 

circumstances and highly extolling the conduct of Captain Stuart and the 

men under his command, warmly congratulated him on behalf of the 

company on the complete success his services in their cause and, 

thanking him cordially in their name, presented him with a testimonial, 

consisting of a handsome solid silver tea and coffee service and tray, 

made by Messrs. Savory and Sons, London, and bearing the following 

inscription Presented. together with a silver tea and coffee service, by the 

American Guano Company, New York, to Captain David F. Stuart, of the 

barque Kate Covert, in recognition of his intrepid conduct at Baker's 

Island, June 1871, whereby a dangerous mutiny was suppressed, and the 

lives of the officers preserved." Suitable presents were also given at the 

same time to Mr. Thomas Clare, second officer of the Kate Covert, and to 

'several seamen’ for their voluntary and valuable assistance on the same 

occasion. The American barque Robert, Captain Lanfare, was also at the 

island during the mutiny, and it was stated by Mr. Rickman that Captain 

Lanfare and some of crew rendered valuable assistance, and would be 

similarly rewarded on their arrival at this port. 
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The Sydney Moring Herald Monday 22 April 1872 

FOR HONG KONG. The clipper barque TOKATEA, 1400 tons, will be 

dispatched on or about the 30th instant.                                                                         

For freight or passage (having unrivalled accommodation)                                          

apply on board, to Captain McKinnon ; or to  

THOMAS IRELAND and CO., corner George and Hunter streets. 

 

AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME III, ISSUE 822, 5 SEPTEMBER 1872, 

PAGE 2 

                             VESSELS EXPECTED. 

Polar Star, barque, from New York. Sailed 10th July 

 

DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, ISSUE 4776,14 DECEMBER 1872,PAGE 2 

                               CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. 

The committee of the Chamber of Commerce have obtained from Captain 

Clayton a report upon the relative merits of the sites that are open for the 

Harbour Board to choose for the future Dry Dock of the port and having 

submitted it to a number of experienced judges, find that it agrees with 

their view of the matter. It has therefore been decided to prepare a 

memorial to the Harbour Board with a view to inducing them to 

reconsider their plan for undertaking expensive works west of Queen-

street Wharf, and also urging the necessity of at once providing the much 

required dock accommodation for large vessels, with a depth of at least 

14ft. water on the Dock side. The memorial will be ready for signature 

today, and we have no doubt will meet general approval. It asks no more 

than every citizen has a right to expect, that the controllers of public 

expenditure should use their judgment calmly and unbiassed before they 

sanction a rely large outlay of public money, such as is under 

consideration. We give Captain Clayton's report in full : — " Auckland, 

December 13, 1872. "To the Chairman and members of the Auckland 

Chamber of Commerce. "Gentlemen, — In accordance with your request, 

I have examined the two proposed sites for the future dry dock, and beg 

to report as follows :— First, for the proposed site at the place commonly 

known as the Solid Rock Bath. The depth of water at the average spring 
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tides is 9ft. ; the water continues shallow, and only alters its depth on the 

average about 2ft. for about 270 yards out into the harbour. To admit of 

ordinary sized vessels, say ships of about 300 tons, the rock will have to 

be excavated say 6ft., and nearly that depth carried out in a wide channel 

beyond 800ft., to admit ordinary ships at spring tides. Second, this 

channel must be kept open by a dredge, for it will constantly be silting up 

from the action of the tide and prevailing westerly winds. To take a 

nautical view of the question, in winter, when vessels are more frequently 

docked, the prevailing winds are from the west quarter, which would 

make it a most difficult and tedious task at times to take a vessel, say of 

ordinary size, to the dock gates. What with the wind and having to keep 

the vessel in the channel, a nautical man would heap blessings upon the 

Auckland people, for placing a dry dock nearly a quarter of a mile inland 

on a shallow beach. To make a dock on the above spot to admit large 

vessels would be a farce, for a channel two thirds the length of the 

Queen-street Wharf would have to be made, and kept open, in fact the 

cost of the channel alone, and keeping it open, would build a dock 

elsewhere.  The other side, viz., at the Breakwater, is the only suitable 

place on this side of the harbour. First, very little excavation for even 

large ships is required, and not any for ordinary-sized vessels ; and there 

is at the end of the breakwater at spring tides about 17ft. of water, which 

deepens a few yards out. Second, one side of the dock is partly made : in 

fact the whole dock could be made of piles, planks, mud, and scoria ash if 

economy be required. I am of opinion that it would not cost more to build 

a dry dock of masonry for large ships at the Breakwater than it would to 

make a channel only, and keep it open for large vessels to enter, a dock 

on the west side of Queen-street Wharf. To look at the Breakwater site in 

a nautical light, all a master would have to do would be to take his ship 

there at any time, make fast to the buoy if required, and warp in when 

ready, according to draught, with very little trouble and labour compared 

to the west side of Queen street Wharf; for the wharf is a great shelter to 

the Breakwater in westerly weather. Now for ships which have had to 

leave this port within the last few months for want of dry dock 

accommodation—'Joshua Bates,' 'Robert,' 'Helenslee,' besides whalers 

and others — ships which could not possibly be taken into an ordinary 

sized dock on the west side of the wharf. We only have to look now and 

take notice of the barque  Tell, as she lies at the Breakwater, and then 

estimate how much it would cost in excavating and digging, before that 

same barque could be placed on the Solid Rock Bath, let alone making a 

channel to admit her at ordinary tides. I need not I think give any more 

reasons in favour of the dock being built at the Breakwater, for it must be 
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patent to all persons who have the interest of the port at heart that the 

site of the Breakwater is the cheapest and best adapted for a dry dock. — 

I am, gentlemen, your most obedient servant, "M. T. CLAYTON, " Marine 

Surveyor for Lloyd's Agent and for the New Zealand Insurance Company. 

"                                          We entirely concur in the above. " H. Elliott, 

Marine Surveyor. "J. W. Brown, master, s.s. 'Wonga Wonga,' which would 

J require 14ft. water to dock. " H. Niccol, shipbuilder. "W. Ogier, master, 

barque 'Gladiateur ' will take 12 ft to dock. " Daniel Petkes, master, ship 

'Helen Denny,' 727 tons ; requires at least 11 ft, to clear a dock sill. 

"Hugh P. Anderson, marine surveyor for Pacific and Victoria Insurance 

Companies. " Henderson and Spraggon, shipbuilders. "A. Duthie, ship-

carpenter." 

 

NEW ZEALAND HERALD, ISSUE 2791, 8 JANUARY 1873, PAGE 3 

Tenders are required by Messrs. Henderson and Macfarlane, for bagging 

and delivering alongside ship at wharf, the cargo of guano, ex Robert, 

now stored in High-Street. 

 

AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME IV, ISSUE 925, 25 FEBRUARY 1873, 

PAGE 3 

                     HARBOUR BOARD- This Day. 

The usual fortnightly sitting of the Harbour Board took place this 

afternoon. Present : W. C. Daldy, Esq., in the chair, —Messrs Williams, 

Kissling, Isaacs, Cruickshank, Mcivellar, Boylan, Jones, Eaton, Niccol. The 

following correspondence was laid before the Board :— A letter from 

Henderson and Macfarlane, asking for a reduction on the charges of 

shipping the cargo of guano left here by the barque Robert. It was agreed 

to allow an abatement of 6s per ton. 

 

The Portland daily press, March 05, 1873 

                                 FOREIGN PORTS 

Sailed from Melbourne Dec 21 ship Polar Star, Stetson for Auckland, NZ 
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The Portland daily press, March 12, 1873 

At Auckland, NZ Jan 23 ship Polar Star, Stetson from Melbourne arrived 

12th for Europe to load cargo of bark Robert 

 

The New York herald. [volume], March 12, 1873, Page 10 

                                FOREIGN PORTS 

AUCKLAND, NZ, Jan 23 – In port ship Polar Star, Stetson for Europe, 

(loading cargo of condemned bark Robert) 

 

Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Friday 18 April 1873 

New Zealand, Auckland 

In Port      Jan 23         for 

Polar Star, Stetson    London                                                                                       

(with cargo ex Robert barque) 

 

AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME IV, ISSUE 935, 8 MARCH 1873, PAGE 2 

                                  RETURN OF THE POLAR STAR. 

                                     SHIP SPRUNG A LEAK 

The American ship Polar Star, Captain Stetson, has returned to port in a 

leaky condition, having sprung a leak on the 28th ult. when about 200 

miles from the coast, during a heavy gale. There appears to be a fatality 

about the cargo of guano she has on board. More than twelve months ago 

the barque Robert, bound from Baker's Island to Cork with this identical 

cargo, put into the port of Auckland in a leaky condition. Her cargo was 

(or such portion as remained) landed and stored and the barque 

condemned, and sold for the benefit of the underwriters. The captain of 

the Robert proceeded to New York, and subsequently chartered the ship 

Polar Star, 820 tons, to convey the guano to its destination. This vessel 

came out from New York to Melbourne and this port with a cargo of 

"notions," and on discharge loaded with the guano (less about 40 tons) 

and proceeded on the 26th February on her voyage. A very heavy gale 
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was encountered from the eastward on the night of the following day. 

Guano is one of the most treacherous cargoes a ship can carry. It is liable 

to shift in heavy weather through the motion of the vessel, and should 

she unfortunately spring a leak (as in this case) the guano is pumped out 

with the bilge water, and unless the vessel is able to make port she 

invariably becomes water logged. Capt. Stetson is to be congratulated in 

having been able to again make port with his ship, as at one time it was 

feared he would have to abandon her. the boats were actually ordered 

out, but the weather moderating, the orders were countermanded. The 

following report is furnished by Captain Stetson :— "Left Auckland on 

February 26. On the night of the 27th encountered a fierce gale from the 

eastward, and which continued for three days. At midnight on the 28th, 

the ship being then about 200 miles off the New Zealand coast, the gale 

suddenly increased, and blew with terrible force, with a high cross sea 

running. The ship was immediately hove-to under close-reefed lower 

maintop sail, and fore topmast staysail, At 1 a.m. a tremendous sea 

broke on board, the ship at the same time being thrown on her beam 

ends : all the livestock and everything movable were washed off the 

decks. Sounded the pumps and discovered that the ship had sprung a 

leak, and that there were over three feet of water in the hold. Called up 

all hands, and started them at the pumps. The men set to work with a 

will, all hands knowing that it was either to keep pumping or founder. 

After 38 hours hard work with all hands at the pumps succeeded in 

reducing the water to 23in. The men were completely worn out from want 

of sleep, and from the effect of the sea's which were constantly breaking 

over them. During the gale the ship strained very much, and the cargo 

shifted to the port side, giving her a list till the covering-board was under 

water. As soon as the gale moderated, from 15 to 20 tons of cargo were 

thrown overboard to get  the ship upright. Made sail, the ship's head 

being turned for Auckland, from thence light baffling winds prevailed. The 

pumps had to be kept constantly going, the ship making over 2ft. of 

water per hour. The foremast appears to have been loosened and the heel 

has sunk. The vessel continues to make water considerably. The water in 

her hold rushes from one of the ship to the other and from side to side 

with the slightest, movement of the vessel which causes her to give 

unpleasant lurches. A party of lumpers proceeded in a waterman's boat 

this morning to the Polar Stay to offer their services to relieve the already 

over-wrought crew at the pumps, at which they have been over 170 

hours unceasing pumping. The Polar Star is owned we believe by Captain 

Stetson, and her cargo is insured in New York. On the 28th ult. the 

barque Glenhuntly was in company with the Polar Star. The ship has not 
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yet rounded the North Heads. James Mooney, a waterman, took down five 

men to the ship at twelve o'clock to-day. She was then lying about four 

miles below Rangitoto reef. The men went with the view of obtaining 

employment on board, but were informed by the captain that he did not 

require their assistance, and they returned to town considerably 

disappointed at the want of success in their little enterprise. 

 

The New York herald  April 3 1873 

                                   Marine Disasters 

SHIP POLAR STAR, Stetson, sailed from Auckland, NZ (no date given) 

with the cargo of the bark Robert for London  and is reported by cable to 

have returned to the former port leaky, and would have to discharge. 

 

The Portland daily press, May 02, 1873 

                                     MEMORANDA. 

Ship Polar Star, Stetson, from Auckland, NZ, for London, which put back, 

encountered a gale Feb 27th and 28th, and snipped a sea which washed 

away everything movable on deck, threw the vessel on her beam ends, 

straining her badly and causing her to leak at the rate of 10 inches per 

hour. She was ordered to discharge. 

 

The New York herald May 27, 1873, Page 10 

Auckland, NZ., March 20 - The ship Polar Star, hence for Queenstown, 

encountered a heavy easterly gale, commencing on the night of February 

27, and during the following night had decks swept of everything, 

moveable and was thrown on her beam ends, shifting cargo; sounded 

pumps, and found over three feet of water in the hold. Kept all hands at 

the pumps for 25 hours, and  at the end of that time the water was 

reduced to 23 Inches; threw overboard from 15 to 20 tons cargo; 

afterwards put back to this port: the vessel has been surveyed, and found 

much strained and leaking badly; surveyors ordered that she should be 

brought alongside the wharf and a considerable portion of the cargo 

removed in order that the ship may be again examined ; another vessel is 
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to take on cargo. The Polar Star had on board the cargo (guano) of the 

ship Robert, which put back here leaky some 18 months ago. 

 

WELLINGTON INDEPENDENT, ISSUE 3771, 4 APRIL 1873, PAGE 2 

A strange fatality seems to affect vessels carrying guano cargoes. During 

the present month two vessels loaded with guano hare put into different 

ports in leaky condition. The ship Otto Antonie, from Baker's Island to 

Cork, put into Sydney on the 2nd March, making ten inches of water per 

hour. The ship Polar Star put back to Auckland in a leaky condition, 

making from eleven to twelve inches of water an hour. She had on board 

, the cargo of the barque Robert , which arrived at Auckland on 19th 

August, 1871, which was making twenty-two inches to twenty-four inches 

of water per hour. The barque Moss Glen, which left Nelson a short time 

ago, has been chartered to convey the cargo of the Polar Star to Cork, 

and we hope she will meet with better success than the other two vessels 

have done. 

 

AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME IV, ISSUE 1022, 29 APRIL 1873, PAGE 

2 

The barque Moss Glen took her departure for Falmouth this morning, with 

the cargo of guano, ex Robert, and finally ex Polar Star. 

 

The Portland Daily Express August 2 1873 

At Auckland, NZ, May 23, ship Polar Star, Stetson, for London 

 

NEW ZEALAND HERALD, VOLUME X, ISSUE 3680, 27 AUGUST 1873 

We observe that Captain Stetson (late of the Polar Star) was a passenger 

recently by the Wonga Wonga, for Sydney, en route for New York. 

Captain Stetson has remained in Auckland to superintend the shipment of 

the last of the cargo of guano landed here, in the first place, from the 

barque Robert. His departure is the closing scene in the history of this 

unfortunate cargo, which has fairly sold up two ships, and fairly “eaten its 

head off” twice over in expenses. The port, however, has no reason to 
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complain of the perils and, adventures of the sea which, in  his instance, 

first sent the Robert into the harbour, and afterwards caused the return of 

the Polar Star. 

 

Evening News (Sydney, NSW) Thu 30 Apr 1874 

                   Mutiny on board the Ship 

                                 Tokatea. 

                     DESPERATE AFFRAYS WITH CHINESE COOLIES. 

(From the Otago Daily Times, April 14) 

The large barque which was sighted in the offing, on Sunday afternoon 

has turned out to be the Tokatea, from Hong Kong, with a very 

undesirable freight of live Chinamen. The Geolong towed her in yesterday 

morning, and she was in due course boarded by the customs and health 

officers; and it having been ascertained that the Mongolians had enjoyed 

unexceptional health during the passage, the barque was cleared in the 

usual manner. To say that she was swarming, with Chinese would be no 

exaggeration, seeing that there were; 350 of them on board, and a very, 

repulsive looking set they were, and according to the report of Captain 

M’Kinnon had given a great deal of trouble, and three times had risen 

upon the crew. The Tokatea left Hong Kong on the 26th January, and on 

the 17th of the following month, the first serious disturbance took place. 

Excited, it appears, by the idea that there was opium on board, a number 

of the Chinese, the captain says about 150, rushed on dock, seizing 

whatever they could lay their hands upon, made an onslaught upon the 

crew and drove the latter below, severely hurting three of them, one of 

the boys especially being injured by a blow from a billet of wood in the 

forehead. Luckily the ship was well armed. There was a stand of Spencer 

rifles in the cabin, and with these Captain M'Kinnon and his two mates 

armed themselves, and being backed by the interpreter and some 50 of 

the more orderly disposed Chinese, succeeded in cowing the mutineers 

and driving them below in time. On the following day, the 18th, there was 

another disturbance that resulted in a similar manner, the Spencer rifles 

being something the cowardly ruffians did not care to face. From that day 

to the 2nd April the Chinese were tolerably well behaved, and then 

suddenly broke out again. Thus time the rising was much more serious, 

the interpreter and the before friendly Chinese not being so hearty in 
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their support of the ship's company. The greater part of the passengers 

turned out this time, and again obtained possession of the main deck, but 

not without ,desperate resistance on the part of the hands, one of whom, 

armed with a large knife, fought his way through them to the after part of 

the ship. But the outbreak, although serious, was again quelled by the 

timely display of the rifles, whilst, at the same time, the captain seriously 

admonished  the piratical horde he had to deal with, and explained to 

them through the interpreter that if another disturbance occurred, he 

would arm the crew with rifles, and shoot down the passengers 

indiscriminately. This declaration had the desired effect and, excepting a 

row on the following day about provisions, during which the second mate 

nearly lost his life, he being below in the hold serving out stores, the rest 

of the passage passed of quietly. The second mate is described as having 

been in great peril on this occasion, for the passengers had shut him up in 

the lazarette, and there he would have most assuredly been smothered 

but for the timely interference of Captain M'Kinnon, who being informed 

that something was wrong below, rushed down, revolver in hand, and 

rescued his officer. It is really marvellous that the ship has reached here, 

and that she would not is almost certain if the Chinese had had any arms 

amongst them. Nothing but the 'Spencers' and the cool determination of 

the captain saved her. And the captain was but in differently 

circumstanced either — having only his two mates aft to depend on, his 

steward and carpenter being both Chinamen, - Amongst the incidents of 

the passage was a private row amongst the passengers, which culminated 

in one of their number being seized and bound, and half hung. He also 

narrowly escaped being thrown overboard. The barque has made a 

somewhat long passage. 

   

The Queenslander (Brisbane) Sat 2 May 1874 

The barque Tokatea, which arrived at Otago on the 13th April, brought 

ten stowaway Chinamen. These sons of the Flowery Land were packed in 

baskets, and sent on board at Hong Kong as common cargo; and after the 

ship started on her voyage they left the baskets and mingled with the 

crew. 
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Australian Town and Country Journal (Sydney, NSW) Sat 16 May 

1874 

Tokatea, brq, 805 tons, from Hongkong, via Dunedin 23rd 

April. Passengers-Messrs. Smith, Charleston, Coomber, Tuokell, Skinner, 

Peary, Marmy, Bylands, Johns. Henley, O'Shannassy, and 20 in the 

steerage W. Laidley and Co., agents. 

 

The Sydney Morning Herald (NSW) Sat 13 Jun 1874 

              FOR YOKOHAMA, JAPAN 

                             FOR PASSENGERS ONLY. 

The clipper ship TOKATEA, 1400 tons burthen, M'Kinnon, commander, will 

be despatched from Sydney on or about the 19th. instant. Has unrivalled 

accommodations for saloon and steerage passengers. For rates, apply 

                                                                GEORGE R. DIBBS and CO. 

 

Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Tuesday 08 September 1874 

INTERNATIONAL CODE OF SIGNALS.  

The following International Code of  Signals have been allocated by the 

Registrar-General of Shipping Seamen to the under-mentioned vessels 

during the week-ending  Sep 5, 1874:— 

WKGF Tokatea of Sydney (N.S.W.) 805 

 

New South Wales Government Gazette (Sydney, NSW) Tue 29 Sep 

1874 

General Post; Office, Sydney, 15lh September, 1874-  

LIST of Letters addressed to Ships, the Agents for which are  

not ascertainable at this Office, or which cannot be delivered 
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from other causes :— 

148 " Tokatea," barque, J. Riley 

149 " Tokotea," barque, C. Campbell (2) 

 

Australian and New Zealand Gazette - Saturday 10 October 1874 

                                       BIRTHS. 

                                                               OF A SON. 

Edgar.—At Coromandel, the wife of Mr. W. Edgar, Tokatea. 

 

The Sydney Mail and New South Wales Advertiser (NSW) Sat 4 

Dec 1875 

DEPARTURES.                                                                                              

November 26. 

Tokatea, barque, 805 tons, Captain Biggs, for Shanghai. Cargo : 1250 

tons coal, 13 pieces hardwood. 

 

Overland China Mail - Thursday 30 March 1876 

Freights. – Tokatea British ship 805 tons Foochow and back, 20 lay days 

$2,400 in full. 

 

Shipping and Mercantile Gazette - Thursday 22 June 1876 

FOOCHOOFOO—May 9: The Tokatea barque, Biggs, which left this port 

April 27 for Shanghai, put back on the 6th May. having been on shore on 

the 4th outside Sharp Peak, between buoys No. and 3; she slipped 45 

fathoms cable, is making 4½ inches water per hour, and will have to 

discharge the whole of her cargo and dock for examination. 
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Homeward Mail from India, China and the East - Monday 17 July 

1876 

The British barque Tokatea bound from Foochow to Shanghai had to put 

back into the former port disabled, having encountered heavy weather. 

 

Overland China Mail - Thursday 23 November 1876 

Freights. British barque Tokatea 805 hence to San Francisco - private 

 

South Australian Register (Adelaide, SA) Tue 1 May 1877 

                                   COMMERCIAL  

The British barque Tokatea has been chartered at San Francisco to take 

lumber to Australia from Burrard Inlet, 3rd April, to an Australian port not 

stated. 

 

South Australian Register (Adelaide, SA) Wed 19 Sep 1877 

                                  IMPORTS. 

TOKATEA, from Burrard's Inlet— 601,122 feet rough lumber, 4,259 g. and 

t. flooring-boards, 8,300 pickets, 51,750 laths.  

 

South Australian Chronicle and Weekly Mail (Adelaide, SA) Sat 13 

Oct 1877 

On Friday, October 5, a lascar, one of the crew of the Tokatea, which is 

lying at Glanville Wharf, Port Adelaide, discharging timber, had one of his 

legs very badly injured by a heavy piece of timber falling upon it. The 

sufferer was sent on by rail to the Adelaide Hospital and admitted 
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Evening Journal (Adelaide, SA) Sat 20 Oct 1877 

 

 

 

The Sydney Morning Herald (NSW) Mon 10 Feb 1879 

                                Imports – February 9 

Tokatea from Burrard’s Inlet 630,000 feet timber 

 

New South Wales Government Gazette (Sydney, NSW) Wed 16 Apr 

1879 

LIST of Letters addressed to Ships, the Agents of which are not 

ascertainable at this Office, or which letters from other causes cannot 

delivered. 

Tokatea," Capt. Harrison 

Tokatea," barque, Chas. Yengguist (2) 

 

The Sydney Morning Herald (NSW) Fri 22 Aug 1879 

                                  Imports – August 21st 

Tokatea from Hinchinbrook Island : 230,000 feet cedar 
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New South Wales Police Gazette and Weekly Record of Crime 

(Sydney) Wed 3 Sep 1879 

           Robberies with Arms or Violence or from the Person. 

Sydney.—Japp, Chinese cook on board the barque “Tokatea,” Booth’s saw 

mills, Johnson’s Bay, has reported to the Police that about 12.20 a. m. , 

the 30th ultimo; he was assaulted by three young men in Globe-street, 

off George-street North, and robbed of £3 in gold and silver. The 

offenders can only be described as one being tall, the others low sized ; 

dressed in dark coats and low crowned black hats. Cannot be identified. 

 

Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate (NSW) Wed 8 Oct 

1879 

                                     Newcastle Barques in Port 

Tokatea, 805, Harrison; No. 5 Hydraulic crane, loading Wallsend coal for 

Honolulu. Geo. Mitchell, agent 

 

Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate (NSW) Mon 13 

Oct 1879 

                                       Exports  

To Honolulu per Tokatea 1,200 tons coal 

 

Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate (NSW) Thursday 

26 Feb 1880 

THE WRECK OF THE TOKATEA, BARQUE. 

The missing barque Tokatea, from Newcastle, Oct. 11 to Honolulu, with 

1250 tons coal, reported in our telegraphic column yesterday as having 

been wrecked, was learned of on the arrival at Sydney of the City of 

Melbourne (s.) from Noumoa, bringing Captain Harrison, her former 

commander, who reports that his vessel was lost on Nostock Island in 

lattitude 10'10 S., longtitude 152'20 W. She was built at Medford, U.S., 

and was owned by Captain A. M'Loan,, of Sydney, who had her insured, 
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but not to her full value. The hull was covered by a policy with the Union 

Company for £2000, of which £1500 was reinsured in other offices. The 

cargo is said to have been insured with the Pacific Company. Captain 

Harrison having reached Noumea by the Beanumaroir French war-ship 

from Tahiti, the New Caledonian correspondent of the Daily Telegraph 

gives the following particulars of the wreck:-On the night of the 1st 

December, a strong breeze blowing and rain, she struck on the island of 

Vostok, and became a total wreck. Some provisions were put in the boats, 

and they were then pulled clear of the ship, and at daylight she slipped off 

the reef and went down in deep water. The captain then landed through 

the surf to look for water, and found that some people had been on the 

island before, probably prospecting for guano, and had sunk a well; but 

he was detained on the island for two days, being unable to take the boat 

through the surf. The longboat, which lay outside during that time, had no 

water, and the people ashore had no food. When lifeboat, with the captain 

and seven hands, again afloat, they made sail, steering to the south 

ward. The wind continuing from north-westward, they then steered for 

Tahiti, and made the island of Teteroa on the 10th December, it blowing 

at the time a heavy gale, and raining hard. While running along the reef, 

and about a mile and a half off to get into smooth water, the longboat 

capsized, but fortunately the lifeboat, being in tow, managed to save all 

the crew. They then landed on the island, which was uninhabited, and- 

remained there till the 16th, when they were picked up by the 'Pharapiti' 

cutter and taken to Tahiti, after having travelled nearly 500 miles in the 

boats during severe gales and rainy weather. All hands (18 people) and 

the ship's papers were saved. 

 

The Sydney Daily Telegraph (NSW) Wed 3 Mar 1880 

An inquiry into the loss of the barque Tokatea, near Bostok Island, was 

initiated, but the matter was allowed to rest in abeyance for the present, 

the crew having been paid off at Tahaita, which they reached in the ships 

boats, and the master (Mr. George Harrison) being the only witness in 

attendance. 

 

The Pacific commercial advertiser (Honolulu) March 13, 1880 

Loss of the Tokatea." - The British bark Tokatea, sailed from Newcastle, 

N. S. W. Oct, 9, with a cargo of coal for Wilder & Co. of this city. From a 
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letter received by Theo. H. Davies. Esq., H. M. B.’s Vice Consul, written by 

the first officer from Tahiti, we learn that the Tokatea struck on Vostok 

Island, on the 1st of December, and a couple of hours alter stranding she 

commenced to fill, the crew being obliged to take to the boats. They 

shaped their course for Tahiti, where they arrived all safe (eighteen in 

number) on the 17th of December. 

 

Liverpool Journal of Commerce - Wednesday 24 March 1880 

                         MARINE DISASTERS FOREIGN. 

SAN FRANCISCO—(BY Cable)—The Tokatea totally wrecked; crew saved. 

[Mem.: The British barque Tokatea, of Sydney, N.S.W., left Newcastle. 

N.S.W., 11th Oct. for Honolulu] 

 

Lloyd's List - Tuesday 13 April 1880 

PAPEETE (Tahiti, Jan. B.—Tokatea, English barque, Harriaon, from 

Newcastle (N.S.W.) for Honolulu (coals), was totally lost Dec. 1 on the 

reefs to the north of Flint Island; crew saved. The wreck has since been 

sold at auction for $180. 

 

 

John Taylor 

John Taylor was born in Scituate, Massachusetts, on October 13, 1807, 

the son of William Taylor, ship builder. He was the youngest of six 

children. As he approached adulthood he was apprenticed and served his 

time with Galen James, ship builder at Melrose and in 1831 married 

James' sister, Eliza James. They had three sons and three daughters. 

Taylor first operated as shipbuilder as the junior partner in the firm of 

Foster & Taylor, his partner being Joshua T. Foster and they built their 

first vessel, the bark Pearl, in 1838. They built a number of ships before 

Taylor went solo in 1846. He became a prominent ship builder in Medford, 

Massachusetts, located on the Mystic River, across from Boston. He built 

about 25 vessels which were launched broadside to the river as the river 

was not wide enough to launch them in the regular manner. As tonnage 
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increased it became necessary to have more room for launching, so in 

1850 he moved to Chelsea, where he was the first builder of note to 

establish a ship yard. After the end of the clipper ship era, Taylor moved 

to East Boston (by 1861), where he built sailing ships with his son Justin 

(who later took over his father's yard). In Chelsea and Boston he built 

about 50 vessels. 

Taylor was a member of the first Board of Alderman when Chelsea 

became a city and he served a term in the Massachusetts House of 

Representatives. He was a member and deacon of the First 

Congregational Church of Chelsea. He died in Chelsea on September 20, 

1877. 

 

John Taylor Papers, 1844-1895 held by the Peabody Essex 

Museum 

The John Taylor papers document the activities of this Chelsea and 

Boston, Massachusetts, ship builder. Records include contracts to build 

ships, accounts, letters, certificates, leases, and bills of sale. Folder 16 

contains an account by Captain S. P. Bray of the wreck of the ship Panay 

in the Philippines, dated 1890. 

It has reference to the Bark Robert (Phillips Library Stacks Ref. MH 220) 

but is not available on line. 

Peabody Essex Museum 306 Newburyport Turnpike Rowley MA 01969 

USA 
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Medford-Built Sailing Ships 

 

Fig. 2    Ship President 

Ocean-going vessel built in 1850 by John Taylor for William Bramhall and 

Thomas Howe, Boston. Yard: Foster Court. Tonnage: 1,021 1/2. 

Painted by D. McFarlin, 1854. 

Medford men “quietly evolved a new type (of ship) of about 450 tons 

burden which, handled by eighteen officers and men, would carry half as 

much freight as a British-Indianman of 1500 tons with a crew of 125, and 

sail half again as fast.” Most owners wanted ships that could do all kinds 

of work and the “finest type” then being built was the Medford or 

Merrimac East Indianman. An example would be the Columbiana built in 

Medford in 1837, or Jotham Stetson’s ship the Rajah, 531 tons, 140 feet 

long which was constructed in the previous year. 

By the 1850’s there were about 350 men working in the Medford yards, 

“one fourth of all the shipbuilders employed in Massachusetts.” 
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Work began when the sun rose and ended when it set. Sixty men usually 

were at work building one ship and if it averaged 1000 tons it took about 

six months to build. Wages for carpenters, caulkers, and outboard and 

inboard joiners were two dollars a day. Their apprentices earned 40 to 50 

dollars a year plus their board. 

The building of clipper ships added to Medford’s renown. The first one 

launched was The Shooting Star. As Admiral Morison points out, ships 

built in Medford by the firms of J.O. Curtis, Hayden & Cudworth, S. 

Lapham “have more fast California passages to their credit, considering 

the number they built, than those of any other place.” That is quite a 

record. 

Altogether, there were 568 ships built in this town, of 272,194 tonnage; 

the average was 490 tons – at a value which was estimated to be 

$12,500,000. No wonder there is on the seal of the city a representation 

of a ship about to be launched into the Mystic River. The largest ship ever 

constructed on these shores was the Ocean Express of 2,000 tons which 

was built in 1854 by the yard of James 0. Curtis. In the years between 

1850 and 1855, 35 vessels were built here, each over 1000 tons. The 

most rapidly built Medford ship was The Avon of 400 tons built in just 26 

days. Shipbuilding officially came to an end in 1873 when the last Medford 

ship, the Pilgrim, went sliding into the Mystic. Foster, who had the last 

Medford yard, went into – appropriately enough — the retail lumber 

business when his yard was closed. 

There were reasons why the building of ships stopped in Medford. The 

signs were there during the last ten years, 1863 — 1873, when only 14 

ships were built. The wooden ship was becoming obsolete; it was being 

replaced by steam-powered iron vessels too big for rivers like the Mystic. 

Furthermore, it was cheaper to build ships in foreign ports than in 

American ports. Thus shipbuilding, once a proud Medford activity, passed 

into history. 

Medford Historical Society & Museum 2022 
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Fig. 3  Mystic River & Mystic Bridge, CT – 1879 

 

New Orleans 

The port of New Orleans is located on the Mississippi River about 100 

miles upriver from the Gulf of Mexico. In 1803 the U.S. purchased the 

entire colony of Louisiana from France for $15 million. The Louisiana 

Purchase doubles the U.S. in size, due entirely to the need for the Port of 

New Orleans. In 1862 one year after the American Civil War began, Union 

forces capture New Orleans and closed the Port to the Confederate Army, 

cutting off a main source of supplies and money. 1863- 1879 Under 

Reconstruction, harbour and river maintenance are neglected and siltation 

at the mouth of the river hinders trade. A jetty system designed by James 

Eads clears the silt-blocked channel of the Mississippi River. 
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John Sangster MacFarlane  

 

AUCKLAND STAR, ISSUE 644, 3 FEBRUARY 1872, PAGE 3 

 

 

 

DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS,ISSUE 4683, 27 AUGUST 1872, PAGE 1 

 

                        TO BUILDERS.  

Tenders, addressed to J. S. Macfarlane, Esq , will be received up to noon 

of the 10th of September, for the Erection of an Arcade from Shortland-

street to Fort-street. Plans and specifications to be seen with J. S. 

Macfarlane, Esq., Queen-street. The lowest or any Tender not necessarily 

accepted. W. H. CLAYTON, Architect. |_ Wellington, August 18, 1872. 
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WAIRARAPA STANDARD, ISSUE 39, 8 JANUARY 1873, PAGE 3 
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NEW ZEALAND HERALD, ISSUE 3609, 5 JUNE 1873, PAGE 1 
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NELSON EXAMINER AND NEW ZEALAND CHRONICLE, ISSUE 151, 

27 OCTOBER 1873, PAGE 3 

                                  CONTEMPT OF COURT. 

Some interest has been excited by the arrest there, for contempt of 

Court, of Mr. J. S. Macfarlane, a well-known merchant and old resident of 

Auckland. In the celebrated case Mohi v. Craig, and its offshoots of Harris 

v. Macfarlane and vice versa — the point at issue was chiefly the right to 

certain saw-mills and timber land, sold by the Maoris to one person and 

subsequently by some of the same Maoris to another, at a time when the 

law prohibited Maoris from dealing with their own lands at all. It involved 

a question of the floatage of timber. Failing, at the last moment, in 

getting the Bill on this subject passed, a writ of habeas corpus was 

issued. Being remarkably obstinate, and relying somewhat on his personal 

influence, Macfarlane determined not to give bail, but went to bed, and 

kept the bailiffs hanging about his house for two or three days. His friends 

have at last induced him to give bail, and the haunts of commerce are 

once more enlivened with his familiar voice, but it is expected he will not 

get off without a very heavy fine. 

 

DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, ISSUE 5215, 9 MAY 1874, PAGE 2 

                  AUCKLAND WHALING COMPANY 

An extraordinary general meeting of the Auckland Whaling Company was 

held at the office, Insurance Buildings, on Friday afternoon, April 24, for 

the purpose of arriving at a decision as to what was to be done in the 

interests of the shareholders with regard to the company's vessel now 

lying in port. Mr. T. S. Macfarlane occupied the chair. The minutes of the 

previous meeting having been read and confirmed, the following report of 

the secretary, Captain Clayton, was read, as follows : — " To 

Shareholders of the Auckland Whaling Company. Gentlemen,— The 

whaling barque 'Albion,'  has returned after a cruise of 18 months, and 

unfortunately she has only been partially successful. Last May, 1873, the 

vessel put in at the Bay of Islands with seven tuns of oil, which were sold 

in Auckland, and now fourteen tuns more have been shipped on board the 

'Anazi' for London. The crew of the vessel are paid off, and a ship-keeper 

placed on board, and before the vessel can be sent to sea again certain 

repairs must be executed, the cost of which will amount to about £l,000 ; 

the ship will then be seaworthy and in a fit state for a lengthened cruise, 
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and it is to be hoped that another trial will be made before abandoning 

the enterprise. One reason why the vessel should be sent out again is 

that there are not so many whalers cruising in these seas as formerly, 

and report says the whales are on the increase. The success attending 

other vessels tends to prove that such is the fact, for some ships have 

been most successful. I recommend the 'Albion' to be again fitted, and 

sent to sea with despatch, and with fresh officers. A portion of the crew 

can be obtained at Norfolk Island at once, and it may reasonably be 

expected the vessel will at last meet with success.— I am, gentlemen, 

yours obediently, M. T. Clayton. Auckland, April, 21, 1874." The reading 

of the report gave rise to some discussion, in which it was decided that 

there was an overdraft at the Bank against the company of £1,535, 

which, added to £122 due for pays to the crew of the 'Albion,' made a 

total of £1,957, representing the liabilities of the company. The credits 

were credits were stated at £1,065, leaving a debit balance of £892,  

which amount the vessel owed now ; but there were about nine or ten 

casks on board which had not been allowed for in the assets.— The 

Chairman said the estimate of repairs necessary before sending the 

'Albion’ out on another cruise was £800, and provisions for eighteen 

months for the crew £200, making together £1,000 — Various 

calculations wore made by the shareholders present as to the present 

worth of the vessel. The general opinion being that she would fetch, if put 

up for sale, between £1,500 and £2,000. Much dissatisfaction was 

expressed at the worse than non-success of the vessel since she was 

bought by the company. It was mentioned that the sum of £742 had been 

paid for insurance on the hull of the vessel and £226 3s. 9d. on the oil. 

The captain had received a lay, but no wages, and during the cruise he 

had bought provisions for the crew, paying for them out of his own 

pocket, and had charged the company a very moderate amount on 

account of the vessel. It was here incidentally remarked that the present 

captain would he removed from his command and a fresh master 

appointed in his place. The name of the new master was given, and the 

shareholders, by their observations, seemed to have full confidence in his 

capabilities. After some further desultory remarks Mr. W. C. Wilson moved 

a resolution to the effect that the company be wound up forthwith. Mr. J. 

B. Francis seconded. Mr. James Watt proposed as an amendment that a 

call of £2 10s. per share be made, to pay off the overdraft at the bank, 

and refit and send the vessel again out to sea. The amendment was 

seconded by Mr. Nathan, who said it would be a disaster to abandon the 

enterprise, as if they did they would be a laughing stock to the other 

provinces. The original motion was negatived and the amendment carried. 
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It was also decided that no insurance should be collected on the hull of 

the 'Albion,' but that a policy should be kept open for any oil that might 

be obtained. This concluded the business of the meeting, which then 

separated. 

 

NEW ZEALAND TIMES, ISSUE 4161, 22 JULY 1874, PAGE 2 

The Supreme Court was occupied all day with the case of J. S. Macfarlane 

v. C. A Harris, junr., an action to recover £1,000 damages for malicious 

prosecution, arising out of recent proceedings for inciting to murder . The 

evidence generally related to the manner in which informations were laid. 

John McLeod, Justice of the Peace, formerly a member of the General 

Assembly, before whom the informations were sworn, deposed, in reply to 

questions by the Judge, that he would not put much faith in Macfarlane's 

statement on oath. His knowledge of Macfarlane's commercial and 

political influences led him to believe Macfarlane a dangerous man. The 

case was not concluded. 

 

WAIKATO TIMES, ISSUE 475, 5 JUNE 1875, PAGE 2 

(From Our own Correspondent.) Auckland. 

Captain Holmes and J. S. Macfarlane proceeded to Sydney today, on 

behalf of A.S.P. Company, to complete purchase of steamer, Llewellyn, 

which is being built there. If they are satisfied that she will meet 

requirements of the trade, she will replace Star of the South in the Fiji 

trade. 

 

NEW ZEALAND HERALD, ISSUE 5040, 11 JANUARY 1878, PAGE 2 

                      COMMERCIAL. 

New Zealand Herald Office. Thursday evening.  

Messrs. E. and H. Isaacs held an extensive sale on Thursday of 

steamboats, hulk, &c., the property of the Auckland Steam Packet                

(A S P) Company. The following prices were obtained Pretty Jane, £2350 ; 

Go-Ahead, £2500; Southern Cross, £7000 ; hulk Cantero, £300; coals on 

board, £84: total, £12,234. The vessels were bought in by the Auckland 
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Steam Shipping Company (Limited), which has recently been formed, 

principally by the old shareholders in the Auckland Steam Packet 

Company. "When that company was to be wound-up circulars were sent 

to all the shareholders, and out of 6612 shareholders in the old company 

5500 were agreeable to the formation of the new company, for the 

purpose of purchasing the boats and trading with them between Auckland 

and ports on the East Coast. 

 

ARCHIBALD McLEAN, Shipowner 

 

The Sydney Morning Herald (NSW) Tue 29 Mar 1881 

THE SHIPOWNERS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. 

Gentlemen My term of Office as Elective Warden of Marine Board will 

shortly expire ; I have the honour respectfully to inform you that I again 

solicit a renewal of your confidence.  

Your obedient servant,  

ARCHIBALD McLEAN. 

 

Captain Gilbert Harrison 

Gilbert Harrison born 3 Mar 1834 in Shetland Islands, Scotland                            

Married to Margaret Hughson                                                                                   

Children Arthur Sutherland Harrison & Amelia Rose Sutherland Harrison          

Lost in shipwreck @April 1, 1882 

27 June 1872 Sydney Master Mariner Certificate No. 20, Foreign going 

ship 

Ship Tokatea #57828 owned by Gilbert Harrison Sept 1876 – 1879   

Wooden barque 805 tons, built Medford, USA 1848 Hullit & Robins                

Foreign name "Robert"                                                                         

Measurements: post 156'9, breadth 30'4, depth 24, tons 29.32, crew 

space                                                                                                             

Registry transferred from Auckland 
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Signal letters H.N.G.F (? or H)                                                                                                                              

No. of decks: 2 

Names, Residence, etc: Archibald M Lean of Snails Bay near Sydney May 

11, 1872 to Lachlan McKinnon Sept 2, 1876 to Gilbert Harrison of Sydney 

Sept 2, 1876 

Entry- Australian register of British ships, Sydney 10/1872 

10 Feb 1879 arrive Sydney 

22 Aug 1879 arrive Sydney 

5 Dec 1879 shipwrecked Wostock Island, South Pacific 

24 December 1879 letter with certificate, Papieete, Tahiti received 24 Feb 

1880                                                                                                               

Sydney Morning Herald 9 Feb 1879 Tokatea, Barque, 803 tons, Capt. 

Harrison from Burrand's Inlet 23 Nov, Captain, Agent 630,000 feet timber 

23 Nov - left Burrard's Inlet, heavy weather, several days, moderate 

winds set in region of tropics & continued to port 

Friday, 22 Aug 1879 - Toketea, barque, 803 tons, Capt. Harrison, from 

Johnson's River, Queensland, 10th Ultimo, J. Burns, agent 

21 Aug 1879 Tokatea from Hinchinbrook Island (between Innisfail & 

Townsville): 230,000 feet cedar 

The barque Tokatea, from Johnson's River Qld has had exceedingly hard 

& adverse winds, and has consequently made a very long passage. She 

left on the 10th Ultimo, and the same day touched upon the edge of a 

coral reef, but got off without damage, and since then had constant south 

and southeast gales. 

Australasian Shipping News 

28 Feb. 1880 Toketea barque, Newcastle to Honolulu, with coal, was 

totally wrecked on Wostock Island in lat. 10 10 S, longitude 152 20W, 

South Pacifica, on Dec 5. The captain and crew escaped in the boats, and 

arrived safely at Tahiti (note Tale handed down thru the family, Gilbert 

could not swim, the Chinese crew who loved and respected Gilbert, kept 

him afloat until they were rescued.) 
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The ship Bat formerly of Liverpool, registered anew in consequence of 

sale dated 13th day of March 1882 made by Reginald Pright attorney for 

William Henry Tucker & others certificate of sale dated 5 Oct 1881 

Ship Bat #70978 owned by George Franscis Mason 16/1882 

Wooden brig 194 tons, built in Glascow 1865 by John Reid 

1882 Belfast to Sydney 

May 1882 lost between Wilson's Promontory & Cape Otway 

Signature letters PFRW 

Port Registry: 16 in 1882 Sydney NSW 

Previous Registry: 145 in 1875 Liverpool 

British ship 

under tonnage 172.54 Break of deck 15.19 deck 6.56 gross tonnage 

194.29 

 

The Mercury (Hobart, Tasmania) Fri 5 May 1882 

A Missing Brig, The Tasmanian Government yesterday received the 

following telegram from the Colonial Secretary of New South Wales " The 

Marine Board report that the brig Bat, of 194 tons, Gilbert Harrison, 

master, with a crew of eight men all told, left Belfast, in Victoria, on the 

13 in March, bound for Sydney, and up to the present time nothing has 

been heard of her, beyond being sighted between Wilson's Promontory 

and the Otway, by the steamer Murray, on the 31st March. This 

Government would feel obliged if your Government would be so good as 

to cause search to be made in the islands and coast of Bass Straits for the 

crew or any traces of the missing vessel. A similar telegram has been sent 

to Victoria. The Colonial Treasurer on receipt of this telegraphed to all the 

officers of Customs at the out-stations to make every enquiry, and if they 

obtained, any information to make it known at once. He replied to the 

Colonial Secretary, New South Wales, telling him what he been done by 

this Government in the case of the Cumbria. 
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South Australian Weekly Chronicle (Adelaide, SA) Sat 20 May 

1882 

                                COLONIAL TELEGRAMS. 

                                          VICTORIA. 

(From our own Correspondent.) 

Melbourne; May 11. 

The Government steamer Despatch, sent to look after the brig Bat in 

Bass's Straits, returned to-day without having seen any trace of her. It is 

thought the brig must have foundered. 

 

A lascar was a sailor or militiaman from the Indian subcontinent, 

Southeast Asia, the Arab world, British Somaliland, or other land east of 

the Cape of Good Hope, who were employed on European ships from the 

16th century until the middle of the 20th century. Lascars served on 

British ships under "lascar agreements". These agreements allowed 

shipowners more control than was the case in ordinary articles of 

agreement. The sailors could be transferred from one ship to another and 

retained in service for up to three years at one time. 

 

William Bramhall and Thomas Howes of Boston. 

 

1849 Clara Wheeler. Ship, 995 tons. Owners, William Bramhall and 

Thomas Howes of Boston. Built by John Taylor for above. Sold to N. Y. 

parties December, 1852. Sold to British Acct. November, 1863. 

 

1850 President. Ship, 1O21½  tons. Owners, William Bramhall and 

Thomas Howe of Boston. Built by John Taylor. While lying at anchor at St. 

John, N. B., with a cargo of deals for Liverpool, she dragged ashore 

during a gale October 25,1853, and became a total wreck. 

Old-Ships and Ship Building Days of Medford. 
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Daniel Draper & Son 

The New York herald, February 25, 1853 

Bark Fairy, Capt. Albert Holbrook, from Smyrna via Gibraltar, for Boston, 

has been 115 days out from G, and some anxiety is felt for her safety. 

She was an old but good vessel, owned by Daniel Draper M Son, of 

Boston. 

 

The New York herald, October 15, 1859 

A beautiful clipper bark of 340 tons, called the Jehu, was to be launched 

from the yard of Mr Eben Manson, at Newbury port, last Thursday at 12 

o'clock. She is owned by Daniel Draper & Son. of Boston, and will be 

engaged as a fruiter in the Mediterranean trade. 

 

The Boston Directory 1860 

Draper, Draper & Son (Wm. P Draper) Merchants, Chatham Cor. 

Merchants Row. H 52 Chambers 

 

The New York herald, May 23, 1864 

SCHR E P HOWARD of Rockport 82 tons burthen, built at Essex in 1851 

has been sold to Daniel Draper & Son. of Boston for $2,000. 

The New England Historical & Genealogical Register 1862 
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PRIVATE SIGNALS OF THE MERCHANTS OF BOSTON, MASS. 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: Oil painted board covered with white canvas. 

Sailors stand at either end of the board each holding the spokes of a large 

steering wheel. There is a large eagle with wings spread over a United 

States shield. A banner in his beak reads "Private Signals of the 

Merchants of Boston, Mass. 

NOTES: Before the advent of the electric telegraph, a system of flag 

signals was in use, the merchants of Boston having a set of one hundred 

and twelve private signals, each one a different flag. When a ship arrived, 

the owner's colour was run up at Hull, repeated on an island in the 

harbour, again shown on Central Wharf, and finally at the old State 

House. 

NOTES: The painting appears to be severely overpainted as some of the 

merchants names are spelled incorrectly. There are photographs in the 

object file which seem to show the painting undergoing some sort of 

"restoration" in the shipyard's model shop in the 1930s or 1940s. The 

painting was faced with tissue and varnish in the 1970s to try and hold 

the painted surface together. It has remained that way ever since. This 

may be the original painting from which the well-known lithograph by 

Kramer & Co. was created from. 

Daniel Draper & Son - Daniel (1788-1867), by 1855 William Perkins 

Draper was in control with offices at 20 S. Market. 

Daniel Draper & sons flag was red with a capital D in the second column 
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Fig. 4  Private signals of Boston merchants 

"Lithograph of the private signals of Boston merchants, respectfully 

dedicated to the merchants and underwriters of Boston by their humble 

servant John T. Smith", Print, 1830. MIT Museum, Cambridge MA. 

https://collections.mitmuseum.org/object/hg-3-00001/ 

 

 

 

Harden & Co 

 

Liverpool Mail - Saturday 22 June 1850 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://collections.mitmuseum.org/object/hg-3-00001/
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Tablet - Saturday 05 July 1851 
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Tablet - Saturday 18 October 1851 

 

 

 

Kerry Evening Post - Wednesday 03 December 1851 

Two firms, both connected with the American trade, namely. Messrs, 

Pryde and Jones, and Messrs. Harnden Co. of Liverpool, have failed. The 

liabilities of the former are large. Those of Harden and Co. in the 

American emigration trade, amount to about £8O,OOO. 
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Downpatrick Recorder - Saturday 13 December 1851 

The Boston Journal announces the suspension of the well-known house of 

Hamden and Co., of Boston. It says “ They have been obliged to suspend 

payment in consequence of the adverse tide which has for some time 

been setting against them. the enterprise and energies of this house do 

our citizens owe the establishment of the line of steam propellers between 

this port and Liverpool, of which the steam ship Louis was the pioneer , 

the construction of the Grand Junction Railroad, and other words 

favourable to the growth and prosperity of Boston.” We trust that Messrs. 

Harden and Co. will speedily recover from this misfortune. The Liverpool 

branch of the same house, it will be remembered, suspended payment 

two or three weeks since. 

 

Londonderry Standard - Thursday 08 January 1852 

Good News the Irish Friends or Emigrants it is now fixed that the firm 

Harden & Co., who suspended on the 25th of November, at Liverpool, and 

subsequently at Boston, have made arrangements for the payment of 

their sight drafts which had been issued to emigrants and others desirous 

of sending small remittances to their relatives at home. These drafts to 

aggregate of £12,000, and much distress will, therefore, much distress 

will now be averted. The firm also are making efforts to resume their 

general business, which, it is thought, will prove successful. 
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7.0 Analysis 

 

Medford is a city 6.7 miles (10.8 km) northwest of downtown Boston on 

the Mystic River in Middlesex County, Massachusetts, United States. 

There were ten ship yards within a mile of each other in the first half of 

the 1900’s, this led to improvements in ship design and the evolution of 

the clipper ship with builders studying others designs. The last ship was 

launched in Medford in 1873 with the advent of iron steamships. The 

Robert was built at a time when many Medford yards were producing 

Clipper ships to sail to China and the California gold rush where speed 

was important and the smaller cargo was offset by the prices paid for 

speed. The Robert was not built for this trade but for transatlantic 

voyages and was described as a full model in American Lloyds (AL). 

Mystic Sea Port web site provided the access to the American Lloyds 

digital records via their Index to ship registers from 1857 until 1900. This 

provided all the details of masters and owners, dimensions and repairs to 

the Robert. 

The ALC, BNA, PP and Trove provided most of the reports, with WNL 

providing reports of the only occasions the vessel called at Wales. 

The original information that the Robert was registered in Liverpool was 

incorrect, she had sailed from Liverpool but was an American vessel. 

The agents for the Robert, Harden & Co., with offices in Great Britain and 

America built the Grand Junction Railroad to connect the railroads 

entering Boston from the north and west with its wharves in East Boston. 

This is still mainly in use today, but it provided a connection from the 

wharves direct to Canada and was part of their marketing for goods and 

passengers to Canada. The company was one of the main routes for 

money sent by residents of the USA to particularly Ireland ceased trading 

in 1851, the money drafts to Ireland were honoured. The Robert was 

carrying immigrants from Liverpool to New York in 1850 and 1851 but the 

records require a subscription to Ancestry to view the details. The 

company was responsible for managing the passengers for the vessels. 

In June 1852 the Robert is reported to have exported 4000 staves from 

New Orleans but on arrival in Liverpool in July 1852, 9300 staves were 

imported by J Beauchamp the master. He must have been collecting 

cargo on his own account from Boston or other ports in the United States.  
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The American civil war caused a change in the ports the Robert sailed to 

and from, and it only started sailing again from New Orleans after its 

capture by Federal forces in April 1862.  

The ice the Robert carried as cargo was probably insulated with saw dust 

as I found a newspaper report where different the materials had been 

experimented with, but only saw dust was successful. 

The cargo of guano carried by the Robert was difficult to deliver as the 

replacement vessel Polar star also suffered damage at sea and put back 

to Auckland for repairs. It was also sold in Auckland by the underwriters, 

repaired and renamed the Result. The guano was delivered by a third 

vessel. The port of Auckland even reduced their fees for the cargo which 

must have cost the underwriters a significant sum for the time it was 

there and being loaded and unloaded twice, including being loaded in 

bags. 

Tokatea was the name of a gold mine operating near Auckland, NZ when 

the Robert was purchased at auction by Mr. T. S. Macfarlane after the 

underwriters were unable to find anyone prepared to quote for her repair, 

and an advertisement for bottomry was also unsuccessful. It may reflect 

his hopes of profit on the venture, with the small sum paid at the auction. 

The newspaper report in the Daily Southern Cross of December 14 1872 

gives some explanation as there were no facilities at Auckland to put the 

Robert into dry dock, a patent slip was installed after this date which 

could handle vessels up to 2000 tons. T. S. Macfarlane was involved in 

the failed Auckland whaling company and this seems to be the source of 

the conjecture that Tokatea was to be converted to a whaler. He was a 

controversial figure involved in long running legal cases and politics, and 

seemed to espouse the Maori view of the time. 

The Registration of Tokatea at Sydney dated 14th April 1872 includes 

authority for the masters to sell the vessel. In the case of Lachlan 

M’Kinnon for not less than £6000, anywhere in the world, the authority 

lasting 36 months. Gilbert Harrison to sell for not less than £4500 in 

Japan, the United states of America or Great Britain the authority lasting 

for twenty four months. It shows that Archibald McLean, shipowner of 

Snails Bay, Sydney in the Colony of NSW owned all 64 shares in the 

Tokatea. The familyCircles entry mistakes the certificate authorising the 

sale by the masters as a record of a sale. 

The tonnage and measurements of the vessel are different in the USA to 

the British Empire. The Registry at Sydney gave the tonnage under the 
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deck was 751.80, closed in space above tonnage deck 53.40. The Takatea 

had a deck house of 29.82. Gross tonnage was 834.52 less a deduction of 

29.82 for crew space, giving a nett tonnage of 805 20/100 in the British 

Empire. It also gives the builders as Hullit and Robins, but these were not 

the builders but the previous owners Hallit & Robins of New York. 

John Biggs, certificate of competency No.14627, who was the master of 

the Tokatea for a short period in 1875 to 1876, possibly because the 

vessel was run aground in China and need to discharge to repair the 

damage. 

The last master Gilbert Harrison is given the name George Harrison in the 

report of the aborted enquiry into the Loss of the Tokatea but the details 

in the Register of the vessel are unlikely to be incorrect. The register also 

has the loss recorded from a letter sent by the British Consul in Papeete, 

Tahiti with the vessels certificate stating it was lost on Vostock Island 

Pacific ocean on December 1 1879. The report in LR stating Flint island is 

incorrect, the descriptions as Bostock or Wostock Island are alternative 

names for the Island. 

Gilbert Harrison was lost with the Barque Bat 194 tons, which foundered 

in 1882 in the Bass Straits, no trace of the vessel or crew being found. 

The enquiry into the loss of the Tokatea appears to have been left in 

permanent abeyance as the only person available to testify was Gilbert 

Harrison after the crew were paid off in Papeete, Tahiti and appear to 

have been lascars with no reason to return to Australia. The British Consul 

in Papeete had a responsibility to return British seamen to their home 

ports but not lascars. 
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8.0 Conclusions & Recommendations    

I have spent about 60 hours on this project with about 90% spent on line 

and transcribing newspaper reports. 

The wreck site for the Tokatea on Vostock Island is about as remote as is 

possible. The Tokatea was reported sold in LL for $180, so some salvage 

was probably carried out after her loss. Vostock Island has no fresh water 

, is covered in dense forest, is a nature reserve and is difficult to land on. 

I may have passed the island on a cruise from Los Angeles to Tahiti via 

Hawaii in 2019, as Wikipedia states it is on the route taken by the cruise 

line I sailed on. I very much doubt any diving will occur on the site. 

The research has taught me to use the newspaper archives in Australia, 

New Zealand, to use the American Lloyds records and the ALC for the 

American newspaper archive. 

The project has surprised me in the amount of information I have been 

able to find about an American vessel which was involved in a collision off 

the British Isles, a total loss in New Zealand, then renamed in Australia, 

sold in New Zealand, before being wrecked in the middle of the Pacific 

Ocean. The details of the crew are generally unknown, and later it 

appears they were Lascars which usually includes Chinese crew. The Crew 

list project has no details of crew lists held in New Zealand and they are 

not available on line for the Tokatea. The only names I was able to find 

were crew members who appeared in newspapers, one who drowned, one 

who was robbed, others who had uncollected letters at the post office and 

one whose wife had a baby. The cargo’s included 350 men from China, 

with 10 stowaways joining at Hong Kong, being hidden in baskets. The 

voyage was difficult with some of the passengers attempting to seize the 

vessel. The master was able to restore order without killing any of the 

passengers which in the circumstances described was testament to his 

courage and resolve.  

The only other research on line is in relation to Gilbert Harrison which 

includes details of some voyages when he was the master of the Tokatea. 

The owners in the USA have left little trace on line, probably due to the 

Boston and Massachusetts Newspapers being available only via the public 

library which requires residency in Massachusetts or a subscription to 

Ancestry.com. The same reason applies for cargo’s carried to or from 

Boston. It may be worthwhile conducting further research with a 

subscription to Ancestry, as the website claims 133 matches for the 
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vessel in Boston, Massachusetts and thousands more for a Thomas Howe, 

the name of one of the first owners. The same site may provide more 

details of the masters of the Tokatea as she was British registered on 

foreign voyages. The preview on Ancestry shows some of the matches 

relate to vessels whose name starts with Robert, but are not the Robert. 

The cargo from Great Britain and France to the USA included emigrants 

but few details are available without a worldwide subscription to Ancestry. 

The story of the Robert/Tokatea is interesting, covering most of the world 

but lacks some detail and almost all information of the people involved in 

crewing her or her owners. The story of the vessel’s career is varied, 

being built and owned in the USA until 1871 when it became a British 

vessel sailing between Australia, China, Hawaii and the west coast of the 

USA. It was involved in three collisions when the other vessels sank, but 

little information is available on line for two of the collisions. It may be 

that further research on the Ancestry web site provides more detail to 

warrant further publication. 
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Appendices:  

 

Appendix A – American Lloyd’s Register of American and 

Foreign Shipping 

 

Bark Robert, master Carter, Class A1½, 720 tons, draft 20”, 2 decks, built 
of white oak, fastenings copper, metalled January 1857, built 1848 at 

Medford, Owner Howe of Boston, model Full, Half Poop, survey April 1857 

1858 only additions master J. Carter, owner Thos Howe 

American Lloyd’s Register of American and Foreign Shipping 1859 

As above but new survey April 1859,  

1860 not available on line 

1861 New survey October 1860, metalled August 1859 
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1862 New survey March 1862, now classified 2, fastenings essentially 

Copper & Iron, 

1863 No entry  

1864 New survey Boston June 1863, metalled June 1863, no other 

changes 

1865 Specially examined, Classified 1½, now 775 tons,  metalled May 

1863, owners now D Draper & Sons, Dimensions now included 155” 33 
23”, Opened            .             1864 Continued 2 years, New survey 

October 1864, no other changes 

1866 Specially examined, tonnage now n427, New survey Boston October   

.                                                                       1865, no other changes 

1867 No Changes 

1868 Tonnage now n927, New survey Liverpool June 1867 

1869 Master now Baker, owners Hallet and Robins, external tp sides, new 
transom, New survey New York September 1868, recaulked, opened 68 

Continued 3 years 

1870 Signal number 405, Master now S. Baker, Class Expired, now n927 

tons, registered at New York,  

1871 Master now R. Anderson (qualified), 928 DD tons, draft now 18”, 

Registered at Boston, repairs, yellow metal March 1869, rate 2, New 

survey New York July 1870,  

1872 no changes except now appears in American & Foreign record not 

Lloyds 

1873 Master and owner now M Seavy (not qualified), tonnage now 928 

DD, repairs 1871, dimensions now include inches, rate now 2, New survey 

Boston August 1872 (This may be an error as M Seavy was the master of 

the Robert Morrison at this time) 

1874 Copy of 1871 entry 

1875 Copy of 1871 entry 

1876 no entry 
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Appendix B  Medford Built Vessels 
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Appendix C – The Timeline for the Barque Robert 

 

1849 

January 15 1849 New Orleans cleared Robert, Beauchamp for Liverpool                       

.                                                                              – J P Whitney & Co 

February 23 1849 Liverpool arrived Robert, Beauchamp from New Orleans 

March 27 1849 Liverpool sailed Robert, Beauchamp for Boston 

April 27 1849 Boston arrived Robert, Beauchamp from Liverpool 

May 2 1849 Boston sailed Robert, Beauchamp for New Orleans 

June 5 1849 New Orleans arrived Robert, Beauchamp from Boston,22days 

July 7 1849 New Orleans loading Robert, Beauchamp for Liverpool 

September 4 1849 Liverpool arrived Robert,Beauchamp from New Orleans 

October 13 1849 Liverpool sailed Robert, Beauchamp for Boston 

October 17 1849 Robert, Beauchamp in Collision with Brig Irene of                  

.                                                          Newcastle which afterwards sank 

November 19 1849 Boston arrived Robert, Beauchamp from Liverpool              

.                                 with crew of Brig Irene of Newcastle after collision 

 

1850 

January 18 1850 New Orleans arrived Robert, Beauchamp from Boston 

March 7 1850 New Orleans cleared Robert, Beauchamp for Liverpool 

March 8 1850 New Orleans towed to sea Bark Robert 

April 14 1850 Liverpool arrived Robert, Beauchamp from New Orleans 

May 8 1850 Liverpool entered for loading Robert 777, Beauchamp for                     

.                                                                                                        New York – Pilkington & Wilson 

May 30 1850 Liverpool cleared out Robert, Beauchamp for New York 
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May 31 1850 Liverpool sailed Robert, Beauchamp for New York 

July 9 1850 New York arrived Robert, Beauchamp from Liverpool  

September 3 1850 Boston cleared Robert, Beauchamp for New Orleans                

December 1 1850 Spoken American ship Robert, Beauchamp from                     

.                                            New Orleans for Havre Lat 50 09 Long. 24 

December 26 1850 Havre sailed Robert, Beauchamp for U States 

 

1851 

January 10 1851 Cadiz arrived Bark Robert, Beauchamp from Havre 

January 24 1851 Cadiz sailed Bark Robert, Beauchamp for Philadelphia 

February 27 1851 Boston arrived Robert, Beauchamp from Cadiz 

May 5 1851 New Orleans cleared Robert, Beauchamp for Liverpool 

May 6 1851 New Orleans sailed Robert, Beauchamp for Liverpool 

June 12 1851 Liverpool arrived Robert, Beauchamp from New Orleans 

June 25 1851 Liverpool entered for loading Robert 777, Beauchamp for         

.                                                                       Boston – Harnden & Co 

July 25 1851 Liverpool sailed Robert, Beauchamp for Boston 

August 28 1851 Boston arrived Bark Robert, Beauchamp from Liverpool                              

.                                                                                  – In quarantine 

November 6 1851 New Orleans loading Bark Robert,Beauchamp for Havre 

November 11 1851 New Orleans cleared Bark Robert, Beauchamp                 

.                                                                                            for Havre 

December 22 1851 Havre arrived Bark Robert, Beauchamp from                   

.                                                                                       New Orleans 

 

1852 

January 8 1852 Havre sailed Robert, Beauchamp for Cadiz 

January 25 1852 Cadiz arrived Robert, Beauchamp from Havre 
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February 11 1852 Cadiz sailed Bark Robert, Beauchamp for Boston (US) 

March 23 1852 Boston arrived Bark Robert, Beauchamp from Cadiz 

June 5 1852 New Orleans cleared Robert, Beauchamp for Liverpool 

June 6 1852 New Orleans sailed Bark Robert, Beauchamp for Liverpool 

July 16 1852 Liverpool arrived Robert, Beauchamp from New Orleans 

July 24 1852 Liverpool entered loading Robert, Beauchamp for Boston 

August 16 1852 Liverpool sailed Robert, Beauchamp for Boston 

September 20 1852 Boston arrived Bark Robert, Beauchamp from                         

.                                                                                            Liverpool  

October 13 1852 Boston cleared Bark Robert, Beauchamp for St John, NB 

October 16 1852 St John, NB arrived Bark Robert, Beauchamp from                   

.                                                    Boston, 31 hours, to load for London 

November 3 1852 St John,NB cleared Bark Robert, Beauchamp for London  

November 3 1852 St John, NB sailed Robert, Beauchamp for London 

November 29 1852 Deal arrived Bark Robert, Beauchamp from                             

.                                                                                         St John, NB 

December 1 1852 London customs house entered inwards Robert,                        

.                                              Beauchamp from St John, NB - Stainbank 

December 20 1852 London customs house cleared out Robert,                             

.                                                              Beauchamp for Cadiz - Ballast 

December 28 1852 Deal arrived Bark Robert, Beauchamp from London for   

.                                                                                Cadiz & anchored 

 

1853 

March 1 1853 New Orleans arrived Bark Robert, Beauchamp from London                      

.                                                                                             45 days 

May 4 1853 Havre in port bark Robert, Beauchamp to load for New York 

May 21 1853 Havre  sailed Robert of Boston, Beauchamp for New York  
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June 17 1853 New York arrived Robert of Boston, Beauchamp from Havre                

.                                                                                – 430 passengers 

June 25 1853 New York cleared Robert, Beauchamp for St John, NB                                                               

.                                                                                – Nesmith & Sons 

July 1 1853 St John, NB arrived Bark Robert, Beauchamp from New York 

August 4 1853 Deal arrived Robert, Prince from St John 

August 23 1853 London customs house cleared out Robert, Prince for                  

.                                                                                                  Cadiz 

August 22 1853 Gravesend sailed Robert, Prince for Cadiz 

September 10 1853 Cadiz arrived Robert, Prince from London  

September 14 1853 Cadiz loading Robert, Prince for Boston 

September 22 1853 Cadiz due to sail Robert, Prince for Boston 

October 28 1853 Boston arrived Bark Robert, Prince from Cadiz 

November 13 1853 Off Double Headed Shot Bark Robert from                                 

.                                                                                                                            New Orleans for Havre 

 

1854 

January 14 1854 New Orleans cleared Robert, Prince for Havre 

March 20 1854 Havre in port Robert, Prince for New York to sail about              

.                                                                                              April 1st 

April 2 1854 Havre sailed Robert, Prince for New York  

May 9 1854 New York arrived Robert, Prince from Havre 

May 16 1854 New York cleared Robert, Prince for New Orleans 

July 16 1854 New Orleans towed to sea Bark Robert 

September 2 1854 Off the Eddystone Bark Robert, Prince from                     

.                                                                         New Orleans for Havre 

September 5 1854 Havre in the roads Robert, Prince from New Orleans  

September 6 1854 Havre arrived Robert, Prince from New Orleans 
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October 7 1854 Spoken Bark Robert Lat43 24 Long 28 with passengers                

.                                                                                          steering W                      

October 9 1854 Spoken Bark Robert from New Orleans for Havre                      

.                                                                                                                             Lat.43 40 Long. 33 10 

October 25 1854 Spoken Bark Robert of Boston Cape Henry SW 25 miles             

.                                                            from New York for New Orleans 

October 27 1854 New York arrived bark Robert, Prince of Boston from               

.                                           Havre – 24 days 425 passengers , 5 deaths 

November 2 1854 New York cleared Robert, Stagg for New Orleans                                   

.                                                                               – Nesmith & Sons 

November 21 1854 New Orleans advertised Robert, Stagg waiting 500              

.                                                                                        bales cotton 

November 24 1854 New Orleans arrived bark Robert from New York 

December 29 1854 New Orleans sailed Robert, Stagg for Liverpool 

 

1855 

March 1 1855 Liverpool arrived Robert, Stagg from New Orleans 

March 7 1855 Liverpool entered outwards Robert 777, Stagg for                  

.                                                                                       New Orleans 

April 5 1855 Liverpool sailed Robert, Stagg for New Orleans 

April 8 1855 Collision between Robert, Stagg and North Carolina, Symmes 

April 9 1855 Liverpool arrived Robert, Stagg to repair with survivors                            

.                                                                             of ss North Carolina  

June 1 1855 Liverpool sailed Robert, Stagg for New Orleans 

Before August 12 1855 New Orleans arrived Robert, Stagg from Liverpool  

October 9 1855 Spoken to Bark Robert from New Orleans for Havre                    

.                                                                        Lat.43 40  Long. 33 10 

October 28 1855 Havre arrived Robert, Stagg from New Orleans 

November 3 1855 Havre in port Robert, Stagg for New Orleans to sail 19th 
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1856 

January 11 1856 New Orleans arrived Robert, Stagg from Havre 

February 9 1856 New Orleans cleared Bark Robert, Stagg for Havre 

February 29 1856 New Orleans towed to sea bark Robert 

June 6 1856 Spoken Bark Robert from Havre for New Orleans 27 days                     

.                                                             out, Lat.37 07N Long. 31 51 W 

June 22 1856 Philadelphia sailed bark Robert for London  

July 13 1856 New Orleans arrived Robert, Stagg from Havre 

Before October 28 1856 New Orleans arrived Robert, Stagg from                          

.                                                                                            Liverpool 

October 6 1856 New Orleans cleared Bark Robert for Liverpool – cotton 

October 20 1856 Spoken to Bark Robert of Boston from New Orleans for                         

.                                                                           Liverpool off Salt Cay 

November 26 1856 Liverpool arrived Robert, Stagg from New Orleans 

 

1857 

January 15 1857 Liverpool sailed Robert, Stagg for Boston 

March 2 1857 Aground South Boston Flats Robert, Stagg from Liverpool 

March 5 1857 Refloated and assisted into Boston  Robert, Stagg 

Before March 16 1857 Boston arrived Robert, Stagg from Liverpool 

April 16 1857 New Orleans arrived below – coming up Robert, Carter               

.                                                                                       from Boston 

April 17 1857 New Orleans arrived Robert, Carter from Boston – 20 days 

May 12 1857 New Orleans towed to sea bark Robert by towboat                               

.                                                                                J L Day, Hearton 

July 22 1857 Bristol arrived Robert, Carter from St John, NB 

August 13 1857 Newport, Mon arrived Robert, Carter from Bristol for                    

.                                                                                         St Thomas 
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November 20 1857 St Thomas arrived Robert, Carter from Newport  

December 5 1857 St Thomas in port Robert, Carter discharging for                     

.                                                                          New Orleans on 12th   

December 10 1857 St Thomas in port Robert, Carter to sail New Orleans             

.                                                                                               on 11th   

December 28 1857 New Orleans arrived Robert, Carter from St Thomas 

 

1858 

January 1858 New Orleans advertising Robert, Carter for Havre 

May 25 1858 New Orleans arrived Robert, Carter from Havre 

June 11 1858 New Orleans towed to sea bark Robert 

July 19 1858 Liverpool lying Huskisson dock Robert 777, Ceter from                 

.                                                                                        New Orleans                                   

August 5 1858 Liverpool lying Huskisson dock Robert 777, Ceter                                    

August 10 1858 Liverpool in the river outbound  Robert 777, Ceter                                   

.                                                                                  for New Orleans 

August 11 1858 Liverpool sailed Robert 777, Ceter for New Orleans 

October 10 1858 New Orleans towed to sea bark Robert 

November 30 1858 Havre arrived Robert, Cater from New Orleans 

 

1859 

February 2 1859 Off New Orleans arrived Robert, Cater from Havre 

February 3 1859 New Orleans arrived Robert, Cater from Havre 

May 14 1859 New Orleans cleared Robert, Carter for Liverpool                             

.                                                                           – Baxter, Lovell &Co 

July 2 1859 Liverpool arrived Robert, Cater from New Orleans 

July 4 1859 Liverpool entered outwards Robert 925, Cater for St Thomas 

August 17 1859 Liverpool sailed Robert, Cater for St Thomas 
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September 27 1859 St Thomas arrived Robert, Cater from Liverpool  

October 7 1859 St Thomas in port Robert, Carter, not commenced                     

.                                                                                         discharging 

November 19 1859 New Orleans in port Robert, Carter for Liverpool 

 

1860 

January 24 1860 Liverpool arrived Robert, Carter from New Orleans 

January 25 1860 Liverpool entered outwards Robert 925, Carter for                    

.                                                                                            Baltimore 

February 23 1860 Liverpool sailed Robert, Carter for Baltimore 

February 27 1860 Off Holyhead anchored Bark Robert, Carter                    

.                                                                                      – severe gale 

March 5 1860 Holyhead sailed Robert, Carter for Baltimore 

March 15 1860 Spoken to Bark Robert, Carter from Liverpool for                              

.                                                                           Baltimore off Madeira  

April 12 1860 Baltimore, bark Robert boarded by pilot boat Canton and                     

.                                                                   came into Capes same day 

April 14 1860 Baltimore arrived bark Robert of Boston, Carter from                  

.                                                                                            Liverpool  

May 11 1860 Baltimore in port Bark Robert, Carter for Havre                                     

.                                                                                – F L Brauns & Co 

May 21 1860 Baltimore sailed Robert, Cater for Havre in tow Tug Ajax 

June 27 1860 Havre arrived Robert, Carter from Baltimore 

September 15 1860 Boston arrived Robert, Carter from Cadiz 

November 16 1860 New Orleans arrived Robert, Carter 22 days from                   

.                                                             Boston - to Baxter, Lovell & Co 

December 22 1860 New Orleans cleared Bark Robert, Carter for Liverpool 
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1861 

February 4 1861 Liverpool arrived Robert, Cater from New Orleans 

February 18 1861 Liverpool entered outwards Robert 925, Carter for                 

.                                                                                 Bangor & Boston 

March 13 1861 Liverpool sailed Robert, Cater for New York 

May 9 1861 Baltimore arrived Robert, Cater from Bangor 

May 22 1861 Baltimore cleared Robert, Carter for St John NB to load                

.                                                                                         for England 

June 17 1861 St John NB cleared Robert, Carter for Liverpool  

July 12 1861 Liverpool arrived Robert, Cater from St John NB 

August 7 1861 Liverpool sailed Robert, Cater for Eastport 

August 23 1861 New York arrived Robert, Cater from Eastport & Liverpool  

November 8 1861 Havre arrived Robert, Cater from New York 

December 2 1861 Havre cleared Robert, Cater for New York 

 

1862 

February 3 1862 Boston arrived Robert, Carter from Havre 

February 27 1862 Boston sailed Robert, Carter for Liverpool 

April 1 1862 Liverpool, Stanley Dock arrived Robert 777, Cater from                   

.                                                                                              Boston  

April 5 1862 Liverpool entered outwards Robert 855, Carter for Boston 

April 17 1862 Beaumaris passed by Robert, Carter for Bangor 

w/e April 28 1862 Bangor arrived Robert, Carter 

w/e May 24 1862 Port Penryn, Bangor sailed Robert, Carter for Boston               

.                                                                                               - slates 

May 28 1862 Queenstown passed barque Robert from Bangor for Boston 

July 5 1862 Boston arrived bark Robert, Carter from Bangor, Wales 

July 28 1862 Boston sailed bark Robert, Carter for Liverpool 
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August 27 1862 Liverpool arrived Robert, Cater from Boston 

September 11 1862 Liverpool sailed Robert, Carter for Boston 

November 12 1862 New Orleans SWP pass arrived Robert, Carter from                

.                                                                                            Liverpool 

November 20 1862 New Orleans arrived Robert, Carter from Liverpool 

December 11 1862 New Orleans arrived Robert, Carter from Cadiz 

 

1863 

January 15 1863 New Orleans in port Bark Robert 

May 10 1863 Boston arrived Robert, Carter from Cadiz 

December 28 1863 Calcutta arrived Robert, Carter from Rio Janeiro 

 

1864 

February 19 1864 Calcutta sailed Robert, Carter for Boston 

June 21 1864 Boston arrived bark Robert, Carter from Calcutta 

October 11 1864 Boston arrived bark Robert from New Orleans 

October 29 1864 Collision between bark Robert of Boston and                     

.                                                                                  Sarah Moore 

October 29 1864 Boston put back Robert of Boston for Leprean N.B. 

November 6 1864 Boston sailed bark Robert  

November 22 1864 New Orleans sailed Robert, Carter for Liverpool 

December 30 1864 Liverpool arrived Robert, Carter from Lepreaux 

 

1865 

January 10 1865 Liverpool entered outwards Robert, Carter for Malta 

January 13 1865 Liverpool loading Robert 855, Carter for Malta                             

.                                                                               – G Warren & Co 
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February 3 1865 Liverpool sailed Robert, Carter for Malta 

February 4 1865 Liverpool put back Robert, Carter for Malta                                                  

.                                                         damaged after collision with Vidar 

February 24 1865 Newport, Mon arrived Robert, Carter from Whitehaven 

March 8 1865 Malta arrived Robert, Carter from Liverpool 

April 20 1865 Trapani sailed Robert, Carter for Boston 

May 7 1865 Gibraltar arrived Robert, Carter from Trapani 

May 10 1865 Gibraltar sailed Robert, Carter from Trapani for Boston,                       

.                                                                                        took steam 

June 16 1865 Boston arrived Robert, Carter from Trapani 

July 21 1865 Boston sailed bark Robert 

September 1 1865 New Orleans arrived below bark Robert, Carter from              

.                                                                                                Boston 

October 20 1865 New Orleans cleared Robert, Carter for Liverpool 

November 29 1865 Liverpool arrived Robert, Carter from New Orleans 

December 7 1865 Liverpool entered outwards Robert, Carter for Malta 

December 20 1865 Liverpool loading Robert,Carter for Malta – R L Gillchrest  

 

1866 

January 3 1866 Liverpool cleared out Robert, Carter for Malta 

January 29 1866 Liverpool sailed Robert, Carter for Malta 

March 7 1866 Malta arrived Robert, Carter from Liverpool 

March 19 1866 Malta in port bark Robert, Carter from Liverpool to load              

.                                                                                           for Boston 

April 6 1866 Messina arrived Robert, Carter from Malta 

July 5 1866 Boston arrived Robert, Carter from Trapani 

November 19 1866 Boston arrived Robert, Carter from New Orleans  
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1867 

February 20 1867 New Orleans sailed Robert, Carter for Liverpool 

June 4 1867 Liverpool arrived Robert, Carter from New Orleans 

June 12 1867 Liverpool entered outwards Robert 927, Carter for Galle  

June 20 1867 Liverpool entered loading Robert 927, Carter for                             

.                                                                                 Point de Galle  

July 10 1867 Liverpool sailed Robert, Carter for Point de Galle 

July 20 1867 Spoken to Robert, Carter from Liverpool for Galle                              

.                                                                             Lat. 45N Long. 9W                 

August 7 1867 Spoken to Robert, Carter from Liverpool for Galle bound                   

.                                          south with passengers Lat. 10 N Long. 26 W 

September 19 1867 Spoken to Robert, Carter from Liverpool for Galle                     

.                                                                           Lat. 27 S Long. 27 W                  

November 21 1867 Galle arrived Robert, Carter from Liverpool  

 

1868 

October 1 1868 Boston arrived Robert, Baker from New York 

October 27 1868 Boston cleared Robert, Baker for Madras and Calcutta 

October 29 1868 Boston sailed bark Robert 

November 19 1868 Spoken to Robert, Baker from Boston for Madras 

Lat.23 N Long. 32 W ( reported to have had severe weather in Lat. 30 N ) 

 

1869 

February 22 1869 Madras stranded American ship Robert, Baker,                                   

.                                                                        attempting to refloat 

March 10 1869 Madras sailed Robert, Baker for Calcutta 

March 16 1869 Calcutta arrived Robert, Baker from Boston and Madras 
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April 26 1869 Calcutta in port bark Robert, Baker for – unconfirmed 

May 28 1869 Calcutta in port bark Robert, Baker for – unconfirmed 

July 3 1869 Calcutta in port bark Robert, Baker for – unconfirmed 

August 6 1869 Calcutta in port bark Robert, Baker for – unconfirmed 

September 10 1869 Calcutta loading Robert, Baker for Bombay 

September 25 1869 Calcutta sailed Robert, Baker for Bombay 

November 14 1869 Bombay arrived Robert, Baker from Calcutta 

 

1870 

January 25 1870 Bombay sailed Robert, Baker for New York 

April 14 1870 Spoken to Robert, Baker from Bombay for New York                         

.                                                                    Lat. 8 42 S Long. 26 40 W 

May 24 1870 New York arrived Robert, Baker from Bombay 

September 1 1870 New York sailed barque Robert for Melbourne 

November 30 1870 Rio de Janeiro arrived Barque Robert 871, Lanfare            

.                                                                                    from New York 

December 16 1870 Rio de Janeiro sailed  Barque Robert 871, Lanfare                  

.                                                                                     for  Melbourne        

     

1871 

January 25 1871 Port Chalmers expected arrivals Robert from Boston 

March 2 1871 Melbourne arrived Barque Robert 871, Robert Anderson                    

.                                                          from New York via Rio de Janeiro 

March 25 1871 Melbourne entered outwards Robert 871, Lanfare for               

.                                                                                              Dunedin 

April 1 1871 Melbourne sailed Barque Robert for Dunedin  

April 6 1871 Port Chalmers expected arrivals Robert from Melbourne 
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April 17 1871 Port Chalmers arrived Barque Robert 871, Lanfare from                  

.                                                                                            New York 

May 16 1871 Port Chalmers sailed Barque Robert 871, Lanfare for             

.                                                                                     Baker’s Island 

July 8 1871 Bakers Island sailed Robert, Lanfare for Cork for orders 

August 8 1871 Norfolk Island put in Robert, Lanfare - Leaking 

August  1871 Cavalier Islands put in Robert, Lanfare - leaking 

August 21 1871 Auckland arrived Robert, Lanfare from Baker’s Island via        

.                                                                      Norfolk Island – leaking 

November 14 1871 Auckland sold by auction Barque Robert 871 

December 16 1872 Auckland sailed Takatea, Captain P Jones for Sydney,  

 

1872 

January 6 1872 Sydney arrived Takatea 805, Captain P Jones from                    

.                                                                                            Auckland 

February 10 1872 Sydney in Darling Harbour barque Tokatea 805, Jones                  

.                                                                               agent A S Webster                                                                                              

February 20 1872 Sydney in port barque Tokatea 

March 2 1872 Sydney in Darling Harbour barque Tokatea 495                                       

.                                                                                                                                    agent A S Webster 

April 19 1872 Sydney in Johnson’s bay barque Tokatea 495 laid up                     

.                                                                             agent A S Webster 

May 11 1872 Sydney in Darling Harbour barque Tokatea 805, McKinnon                  

.                                                        for Hong Kong, agent A S Webster 

May 12 1872 Sydney sailed Tokatea, McKinnon for Hong Kong 

July 21 1872 Hong Kong arrived Takatea 805, McKinnon from Sydney 

November 12 1872 Swatow arrived Takatea, M’Innon from Nwchwang 
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1873 

January 23 1873 Hong Kong sailed bark Tokatea  (British), McKinnon for              

.                                                                                      San Francisco 

April 20 1873 San Francisco arrived Takatea, M’Kinnon from Hong Kong 

May 18 1873 San Francisco sailed Tokatea, M’Kinnon for Port Townsend 

June 3 1873 Port Townsend arrived Takatea, Kinnon from San Francisco 

June 3 1873 Utsalady arrived Takatea, Kinnon from San Francisco 

August 8 1873 Utsalady sailed Tokatea, M’Kinnon for Hong Kong 

October 26 1873 Hong Kong arrived barque Takatea 1075, Kinnon from                       

.                                                                                    Port Townsend 

 

1874 

January 26 1874 Hong Kong sailed Tokatea, M’Kinnon for Otago, NZ 

April 13 1874 Otago, NZ arrived Takatea, Kinnon from Hong Kong 

April 23 1874 Otago, NZ sailed Tokatea, McKinnon for Sydney 

May 9 1874 Sydney arrived Takatea barque from Hong Kong 

June 15 1874 Sydney customs house entered outwards Tokatea 805,                        

.                                                                        M’Kinnon for Yokohama 

June 29 1874 Sydney cleared Tokatea, ship, 800 tons, McLennon, for                  

.                                                                                    Petropaulovski. 

July 1 1874 Sydney sailed Tokatea, M’Kinnon for Yokohama 

October 20 1874 Nagasaki sailed Tokatea barque for Yokohama 

December 3 1874 Nagasaki arrived Takatea barque from Yokohama 

December 24 1874 Yokohama arrived Takatea, M’Kinnon from Nagasaki 

 

1875 

February 26 1875 Amoy in port Takatea barque 

March 15 1875 Amoy in port Takatea barque 
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March 30 1875 Amoy sailed Tokatea for Taiwanfoo 

April 29 1875 Takao sailed Takatan barque, Echford for Sydney 

August 22 1875 Sydney arrived Takatea barque, Ackford from Takao 

September 4 1875 Sydney in harbour Takatea 805 barque, Ackford,                      

.                                              Grafton Wharf - Colonial Sugar Co agents                           

October 2 1875 Sydney in harbour Takatea 805 barque, Ackford,                             

.                                              Waterview Bay- Colonial Sugar Co agents 

October 20 1875 Sydney sailed Tokatea barque 805, Biggs for Shanghai  

December 3 1875 Nagasaki arrived Takatea barque from Yokohama 

December 24 1875 Yokohama arrived Takatea barque from Nagasaki 

 

1876 

February 4 1876 Shanghai arrived Takatea, Briggs from Sydney 

March 23 1876 Shanghae sailed Tokatea, Briggs for Foochoo foo 

April 2 1876 Foochoofoo arrived Takatea, Briggs from Shanghai 

April 27 1876 Foochoofoo sailed Tokatea barque 805, Biggs for Shanghae 

May 6 1876 Foochoofoo put back Tokatea barque 805, Biggs for                           

.                                                          Shanghae after grounding, leaky 

July 1 1876 Foochoofoo sailed Tokatea, Biggs for Shanghae 

July 9 1876 Shanghae arrived Takatea, Briggs from Foochoofoo 

July 22 1876 Shanghai in port Tokatea British barque 

September 2 1876 Shanghai sailed British barque Tokatea for Swatow 

November 1 1876 Shanghai sailed Tokatea, Harrison for Swatow 

November 8 1876 Swatow arrived Tokatea, Harrison from Newchwang 

November 26 1876 Sydney sailed Tokatea for Shanghai 

December 1 1876 Hong Kong arrived Tokatea barque 805, Harrison 

December 4 1876 Hong Kong in port Tokatea British bark, Harrison for                       

.                                                                                      San Francisco 
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1877 

January 13 1877 Hong Kong sailed Tokatea for San Francisco 

March 19 1877 San Francisco arrived Tokatea, Harrison from Hong Kong 

June 21 1877 Burrards Inlet sailed Tokatea barque 834, Harrison for                       

.                                                                                             Adelaide 

September 18 1877 Adelaide arrived Takatea barque 834, Harrison from               

.                                                                        Burrards Inlet – timber 

October 31 1877 Adelaide in port TOKATEA. barque (Br), 834 tons, G.   

Harrison, from Burrard's Inlet. Philip Santo & Co., agents. Glanville Wharf 

November 10 1877 Adelaide cleared Tokatea barque 805, G Haoneson for     

.                                                                         Sydney and Newcastle  

November 10 1877 Adelaide sailed Tokatea barque 805, G Haoneson for     

.                                                                         Sydney and Newcastle 

November 16 1877 Adelaide, Kindscots  sailed Tokatea barque for Sydney 

November 24 1877 Sydney arrived Takatea barque from Adelaide 

November 30 1877 Sydney cleared Takatea barque 805 for Newcastle 

December 1 1877 Newcastle arrived Takatea barque 805, Harrison from             

.                                                                                               Sydney               

December 13 1877 Newcastle sailed Tokatea barque for Hong Kong                         

.                                                                                   -1230 tons coal 

 

1878 

February 5 1878 Hong Kong arrived Tokatea barque from Newcastle  

April 3 1878 Bangkok arrived Tokatea, Harrison from Hong Kong                          

April 30 1878 Bangkok sailed Tokatea, Harrison for Hong Kong     

June 2 1878 Hong Kong arrived barque Tokatea 805 ( British), Harrison             

August 6 1878 Hong Kong in port bark tokatea (british), McKinnon for                      

.                                                                                      San Francisco  

October 1 1878 Victoria arrived Tokatea, Harrison from Hong Kong                          
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November 18 1878 Victoria sailed Tokatea, Harrison for Australia  

                         

1879 

February 9 1879 Sydney arrived Takatea barque 834, Harrison from               

.                                                                        Burrards Inlet – timber 

April 3 1879 Sydney sailed Tokatea 805 tons, Harrison for Johnson’s River 

July 10 1879 Johnson’s River, Queensland (Cardswell) sailed Tokatea                  

.                                                          barque 805, Harrison for Sydney 

August 21 1879 Sydney arrived Tokatea barque 805, Harrison from               

.                                          Johnson’s River, Queensland, J. Burns agent  

September 27 1879 Sydney cleared Takatea barque 805, Harrison for                        

.                                                                                                    Honolulu via Newcastle in ballast 

September 29 1879 Newcastle arrived Tokatea barque 805, Harrison from    

.                                                                                               Sydney 

October 9 1879 Newcastle NSW sailed Tokatea bark for Honolulu – coal 

December 1 1879 Vostock Island wrecked Tokatea barque 805, Harrison             

.                                                                                        for Honolulu 
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Appendix D     Ports and Other Locations 

 

Xiamen is a port city on China’s southeast coast, across a strait from 

Taiwan. It encompasses 2 main islands and a region on the mainland. 

Formerly known as Amoy, it was a British-run treaty port from 1842 to 

1912. 

Bass Strait is a strait separating the island state of Tasmania from the 

Australian mainland on the coast of Victoria. 

Bluff, previously known as Campbelltown and often referred to as "The 

Bluff", is a town and seaport in the Southland region, on the southern 

coast of the South Island of New Zealand. 

Burrard Inlet is a relatively shallow-sided fjord in north western Lower 

Mainland, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. It separates the City of 

Vancouver and the rest of the lowland Burrard Peninsula to the south 

from the coastal slopes of the North Shore Mountains, which span West 

Vancouver and the City and District of North Vancouver to the north. 

Burrard Inlet opens west into the Strait of Georgia between Point Atkinson 

and Point Grey. 

Cape Otway is a cape and a bounded locality of the Colac Otway Shire in 

southern Victoria, Australia. The hostile seas, where the Southern Ocean 

meets with Bass Strait surround Cape Otway. 

Cardwell is a coastal town and rural locality in the Cassowary Coast 

Region, Queensland, Australia. Seaward lies the Hinchinbrook Channel 

and Island. 

The Cavalli Islands (Cavalier Islands) lie off the coast of Matauri Bay, 

about 30km north of Kerikeri in the Bay of Islands. The Bay of Islands is 

an area on the east coast of the Far North District of the North Island of 

New Zealand. 

Dunedin (Māori: Ōtepoti) is the second-largest city in the South Island of 

New Zealand and the principal city of the Otago region. Its name comes 

from Dùn Èideann, the Scottish Gaelic name for Edinburgh, the capital of 

Scotland. In 1861 the discovery of gold at Gabriel's Gully, to the south-

west, led to a rapid influx of people and saw Dunedin become New 

Zealand's first city by growth of population in 1865. 
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Eastport is a city and archipelago in Washington County, Maine, United 

States. The principal island is Moose Island, which is connected to the 

mainland by a causeway. Eastport is the easternmost city in the United 

States. 

Flint Island is an uninhabited coral island in the central Pacific Ocean, 

part of the Southern Line Islands under the jurisdiction of Kiribati. In 

2014 the Kiribati government established a twelve-nautical-mile (22-

kilometre; 14-mile) exclusion zone around each of the southern Line 

Islands (Caroline (commonly called Millennium), Flint, Vostok, Malden, 

and Starbuck). Flint Island is located about 740 kilometres (400 nautical 

miles; 460 miles) northwest of Tahiti, 100 nautical miles; south-southeast 

of Vostok Island, and 120 nautical miles; southwest of Caroline Island. 

The island is about 2.5 miles long and 0.5 miles wide at its widest point 

(2.5 mi × 0.5 mi)). It has a land area of 1 square mile  and rises to a 

height of 25 feet above sea level. The island is surrounded by a narrow 

fringing reef and with no safe anchorage, landing is difficult. Flint Island 

was claimed under the 1856 U.S. Guano Act, but it was apparently never 

occupied. 

Foo Choo Foo was one of the five Chinese treaty ports opened by the 

Treaty of Nanjing at the end of the First Opium War between Britain and 

China. The Treaty of Nanjing (1842), which ended hostilities, made Foo 

Choo Foo a treaty port. Previously, British merchants had only been 

allowed to trade at Guangzhou (Canton), however this Treaty allowed 

them access to trade at 4 additional new ports. The new ports were Amoy 

(Xiamen until 1930), Foochowfoo (Fuzhou), Ningpo (Ningbo) and 

Shanghai (until 1943). 

Whangārei Heads is a locality and promontory on the northern side of the 

Whangārei Harbour in Northland, New Zealand. 

Hinchinbrook Island is an island in the Cassowary Coast Region, 

Queensland, Australia. It lies east of Cardwell and north of Lucinda, 

separated from the north-eastern coast of Queensland by the narrow 

Hinchinbrook Channel. 

Hobsons Bay is a small open bay in Victoria, Australia, and is the 

northernmost part of the larger Port Phillip Bay. Its western and eastern 

boundaries are marked by Point Gellibrand in Williamstown and Point 

Ormond in Elwood respectively, and defines the coastal margin of the 

Melbourne suburbs. 
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The Johnstone River, comprising the North Johnstone River and the 

South Johnstone River, is a river system located in Far North and North 

Queensland, Australia. The two rivers reach their confluence to form the 

Johnstone River east of the town of Innisfail, and just(3.1 miles west of 

the river mouth. The main river then flows east, north of the Moresby 

Range National Park, and empties into the Coral Sea. 

Kiribati ,officially the Republic of Kiribati is an island country in the 

central Pacific Ocean, formerly the Gilbert islands. More than half of the 

population live on Tarawa atoll. The state comprises 32 atolls and one 

remote raised coral island, Banaba. Kiribati gained its independence from 

the United Kingdom, becoming a sovereign state in 1979. The capital, 

South Tarawa, now the most populated area, consists of a number of 

islets, connected by a series of causeways. These comprise about half the 

area of Tarawa atoll. Prior to its independence, the country had exported 

phosphate. 

Nagasaki is a Japanese city on the northwest coast of the island of 

Kyushu. It’s set on a large natural harbour, with buildings on the terraces 

of surrounding hills. 

Newcastle is a metropolitan area and the second most populated city in 

the state of New South Wales, Australia it is located at the mouth of the 

Hunter River. Famous for its coal, Newcastle is the largest coal exporting 

harbour in the world 

Newchwang, Manchuria, China, a treaty port in China in the 19th 

Century 

Norfolk Island is an external territory of Australia located in the Pacific 

Ocean between New Zealand and New Caledonia, 1,412 kilometres (877 

mi) directly east of Australia's Evans Head and about 900 kilometres (560 

mi) from Lord Howe Island. Together with the neighbouring Phillip Island 

and Nepean Island, the three islands collectively form the Territory of 

Norfolk Island. On 8 June 1856, permanent civilian residence on the 

island began when descendants of the Bounty mutineers were relocated 

from Pitcairn Island. In 1914 the UK handed Norfolk Island over to 

Australia to administer as an external territory. 

Nouméa is the capital of the South Pacific archipelago and overseas 

French territory New Caledonia. Situated on the main island, Grand Terre 

Otago is a region of New Zealand located in the southern half of the 

South Island, it is the name of the name of the Māori village near the 
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entrance to Otago Harbour. Major centres include Dunedin (the principal 

city). 

Petropavlovsk is a city and the administrative, industrial, scientific, and 

cultural centre of Kamchatka Krai, Russia. 

Galle  (formerly Point de Galle) is a major city in Sri Lanka, situated on 

the southwestern tip, 119 kilometres (74 mi) from Colombo. 

Point Lynas Lighthouse is located on a headland, on the north-east 

corner of Anglesey in North Wales. A pilot station was established on the 

point in 1766, to guide ships entering and leaving Liverpool, with an 

associated lighthouse added in 1779. 

Port Chalmers is a town serving as the main port of the city of Dunedin, 

New Zealand. Port Chalmers lies ten kilometres inside Otago Harbour, 

some 15 kilometres northeast of Dunedin's city centre. 

Port Townsend is a city on the Quimper Peninsula in Jefferson County, 

Washington, United States. 

The Snares Islands / Tini Heke, known colloquially as The Snares, is a 

small group of uninhabited islands lying about 200 km south of New 

Zealand's South Island and to the south-southwest of Stewart Island / 

Rakiura. 

Shantou, alternately romanized as Swatow and sometimes known as 

Santow, is a prefecture-level city on the eastern coast of Guangdong, 

China. It  a city significant in 19th-century Chinese history as one of the 

treaty ports established for Western trade and contact 

Taiwanfoo on the Island of Formosa, now Taiwan 

Takaoka is a city in the north western portion of Toyama Prefecture, 

Japan 

Tetiꞌaroa (French: Tetiaroa) is an atoll in the Windward group of the 

Society Islands of French Polynesia, an overseas territorial collectivity of 

France in the Pacific Ocean. Once the vacation spot for Tahitian royalty, 

the islets are under a 99-year lease contracted by Marlon Brando. 
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                                         Tetiaroa Island & Tahiti 

Trapani is a city in western Sicily with a crescent-shaped coastline, at the 

western tip, offering views as far as the Aegadian Islands 

Utsalady is an unincorporated community on the north shore of Camano 

Island, Island County, Washington, USA. As of 1883, sailing ships were 

carrying away 74,000 board feet of timber daily. 

Victoria is the capital city of the Canadian province of British Columbia, 

on the southern tip of Vancouver Island off Canada's Pacific coast. In 

1886, with the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway terminus on 

Burrard Inlet, Victoria's position as the commercial centre of British 

Columbia was irrevocably lost to the city of Vancouver, British Columbia. 

Vostok Island is an uninhabited coral island in the central Pacific Ocean, 

part of the Line Islands belonging to Kiribati. Other names for the island 

include Anne Island, Bostock Island, Leavitts Island, Reaper Island, 

Wostock Island or Wostok Island. The island was first sighted in 1820 by 

the Russian explorer Fabian Gottlieb von Bellingshausen, who named the 

island for his ship Vostok (the name means "East" in Russian). Vostok 

covers a land area of 59 acres. Its nearest neighbours are Flint Island, 

(98 miles south-southeast; Caroline Atoll, 140 miles to the east; and 

Penrhyn, 386 miles to the west. It is 0.8 miles in length, and is triangular-
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shaped. Vostok was claimed by the United States under the Guano Act of 

1856, but was never excavated for phosphate. 

 

 

Fig.5   Vostock Island        By Angela K. Kepler www.pbif.org/WebGallery 

 

Whampoa Dock, a Hong Kong dockyard operated in the Crown Colony of 

Hong Kong from 1863–1979 

Wilsons Promontory, is a peninsula that forms the southernmost part of 

the Australian mainland, located in the state of Victoria. 

Yokohama is the second-largest city in Japan by population and the 

most populous municipality of Japan. It is the capital city and the most 

populous city in Kanagawa Prefecture, It lies on Tokyo Bay, south of 

Tokyo, in the Kantō region of the main island of Honshu. Yokohama was 

one of the cities to open for trade with the West following the 1859 end of 

the policy of seclusion and has since been known as a cosmopolitan port 

city. 

 

http://www.pbif.org/WebGallery
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         Yokohama         Shanghai         Dunedin         Newcastle                       

.        Foochowfoo (Fuzhou)                Nagasaki 
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Appendix E   Cargo sizes and Explanations 

 

 

                                 Pipe        Pch/Pun        Hhds        Tces      Brls 

Fig.  6        Measures used for dry and wet goods 

 

Florida Water is an American version of Eau de Cologne, or Cologne 

Water. It has the same citrus basis as Cologne Water, but shifts the 

emphasis to sweet orange (rather than the lemon and neroli of the 

original Cologne Water), and adds spicy notes including lavender and 

clove 

Kerosene, also spelled kerosine, also called paraffin or paraffin oil, 

flammable hydrocarbon liquid commonly used as a fuel. 
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Maizena Corn starch is an essential ingredient in any good kitchen, with 

a huge tradition and with over 150 years of existence. 

Sarsaparilla is a soft drink originally made from the vine Smilax ornata 

(also called 'sarsaparilla') or other species of Smilax such as Smilax 

officinalis. It is similar in flavour to root beer. In the US, traditional 

sarsaparilla is not made with the tropical sarsaparilla plant, but instead 

with birch oil. 

Vetas were matches  
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Appendix F Mercantile Navy List entries for Tokatea 

1873 not available on line 

 

 

 

*Foreign name Robert 

1875 WGNF International code signal added, No other changes 

1876, 1877, 1878, 1879. 1880 No changes 

1881 No entry 
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Appendix G     Registers of British Ships, Port of Sydney, Tokatea 
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Appendix H  Appropriation Book Entry 

 

 

Registered at Auckland 17 December 1871 


